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Summary
A theory of fractional integration is developed for
certain spaces F^ ^ of testing-functions and the corresponding
generalised functions F^ ^ . Some properties of the spaces are
first developed and some elementary mappings discussed . There is
a close examination of the operators 1^'01 and K ^ defined by
x x
-m??-ma * x . „
_n, a \ mx / / n Q\a-1. mn+n-l \ ,I
~ <> (x) = -j—;/ (x -u ) u £>(u) du
xm ' -,r(a) 0
Trn, a . / N mx137' f °° / m m\ a-1 -mr-mcwa-l ,/ \ ,K
n <> W / (u "x ) u <XU) du
x rC a) J'
x
and their napping properties relative to F^ ^ are derived . The
operators are extended to F^ ^ using adjoints and corresponding
results obtained .
Three applications are given . The operator
2
jj = d + 2v + 1 d
V dx^ x dx
is discussed and certain connections with fiactional integration
established . A generalised Hankel transform is developed on F^ ^
and similar connections with fractional integration obtained .
Finally, certain integral operators involving hypergeometric fun¬
ctions are studied , a typical operator being
( H.j(a,b,c) (> )(x) = J' ( X"^ F( a,b,o,1- ~ ) $(t) dt
Existence and uniqueness theorems are established for various
integral equations in F' .
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Let <p(x) be a complex-valued function defined for
"fell
0 < x < oo. Under fairly mild restrictions on <p, an n order in¬
definite integral of <£ is given by
In<£(x) = / ( x-t )n~1 t) at (1)
( n = 1,2,5...) This formula is sometimes ascribed to Cauchy.
We can use (l) to motivate the definition of a fractional integral
of <p ; namely, for any complex number a, with Re a > 0 ( to en¬
sure convergence ), we define 1°^ by
Ia<Kx) = pj^y J ( x-t )a"1 <£(t) dt (2)
I <p is often called the Rienann-Liouville integral of order a
of the function <£• Similarly, we are led to consider the operator
(X
K defined for Re a > 0 by
Ka4>(x) = jjr^j J ( t-x)a 0(t) dt (3)
X
Ka$ is often called the Weyl integral of order a of <p ( with
origin ) „
It is well known that fractional integration is an
important tool in many areas of analysis, for example in connect¬
ion with ordinary and partial differential equations. Likewise
the theory of generalised functions or distributions plays an
important role in analysis,a notable instance again being the
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theory of differential equations, it would therefore seen worth¬
while to attempt to connect these two concepts by developing a
theory of fractional integration for generalised functions. In
this thesis, we develop such a theory and indicate some applic¬
ations of it. Our theory is nore general than that in [8] and
distinct from that in [7].
In attempting to define a fractional integral of a
generalised function, two approaches suggest themselves. The first
is based on the theory of convolution of distributions as describ¬
ed in [ 11 ]. Let f(x) be a locally integrable function on 0 _< x < <»





frsr ( x> 0)
0 ( X < 0 )
I f(x) = J pa( x-t ) f(t) dt
00
or
iaf = pa * f (4)
where e denotes convolution. When Re a > 0, pa is locally int¬
egrable and hence and f generate regular distributions with
supports in the half-open interval [ 0,°o ). Then interpreting *
as distributional convolution, (d) defines Iaf as a distribution.
With this motivation we could use (4) to define Iaf for any dist¬
ribution f with support in [ 0,®° ).
However, it is also necessary to consider certain ex¬
tensions and modifications of la and Ka. For example, we shall be
concerned with operators, first studied extensively by Kober [13],
of the form
I^f , x"7 ~a I« yP f (x) (5)
X
x77 KK x"77 "a f (x) (6)
x'7 and x r^~a arc not smooth ( infinitely differentiable ) funct¬
ions so that (5) and, (6) are meaningless for distributions.
Further complications arise when we integrate with respect to xn
rather than x obtaining
jP>'t = x-n,)-not fx( au (7)
Jo
77 (X
and analogous operators K ' ,, These turn out ijo, have important
x
applications in connection with singular differential operators,
integral equations and integral transforms. ( Some references are
given in [8]). In order to define these operators for generalised
functions we will pursue a second approach based on adjoint oper¬
ators.
Under certain restrictions on f,_ <pt
r-
\ 3 / \ „a.I f(x) $(x) dx = / f(x) K p(x). dx (8)
0 Jo
or
( ia£, <!>) = ( f , Ka4> ) (9)
(3) was proved by Love and Young in their paper on fractional
integration by parts [20]„ If S ,T are spaces of functions
CL
such that K is a continuous 1 linear napping of S into T , we
can use (9) to define la as a continuous linear mapping of T*
into Sf where S',T{ are the spaces of generalised functions
corresponding to 3 j T . (3) shows that Ia and Ka are adjoints
/7 CC 77' OC *t
and similarly I" and K. * are adjoints , where 77* = n +• 1
.mm m
x x
Thus the first task ia to devise suitable classes of testing funct
ions on which the operators can meairlngfully he defined.
In Chapter 2 we introduce such classes denoted by
F . The elements of F are smooth functions defined for
p,M pPfi
0 < x < ? which satisfy certain integrability conditions involv¬
ing the normso The motivation for the choice of testing funct¬
ions is provided by Kober's work in [13] on jP'a arid I<P'a. TheX X
corresponding spaces F^ of generalieed functions are then intro¬
duced. The ramainder cf the chapter is devoted to the proof of
some elementary facts about F and F'1 together with a discuss-
P P»/J
ion of some elementary mappings defined on them . In particular
the spaces are so constructed that the operation of multiplication
by x^ for any complex A is an'isomorphism of F^ ^ onto F^ ,
thus obviating one of the major snags of the first approach.
Throughout this chapter we follow closely the treatment in Chapter
1 of Zenanian [25] .
In Chapter 3 we introduce the operators lPya and yP*a
x x
The case m = 1 has been thoroughly investigated by Kober in [13]
By a simple change of variable we can easily obtain the correspond¬
ing mapping properties of the operators relative to the spaces F
p,n
Further, en argument involving analytic continuation enables us to
remove the restriction Re a > 0, although for Rb a < 0, we will
have operators of fractional differentiation rather than integrat¬
ion. We then define the operators on F^ ^ using adjoints. Although
the spaces F? are primarily geared to the 1 homogeneous ' operat-
p, [i
^.ri^a ^ Tnj, a „ , . _ a , T_a
ors I ' and K' , results concerning 1 and K are obtainedm n b m m
x. x X. x
incidentallyo A similar programme was carried through in [8] but
the spaces under consideration here are much more general.
-5-
Although the spaces F'
P,h
were designed with fraction¬
al integration in mind, many other operators can meaningfully be
defined on them. In the remaining chapters we consider some of
these operators with special reference to their connection with
fractional integration.
In Chapter 4 we consider the singular differential
operator defined by
we obtain the Laplacian cf a spherically symmetric function <j>
of el space variables xi,..,.,xn. Ly is also connected with
axially symmetric potentials and differential equations such as
the Euler - Poisson - Darboux equation [6], There are various
connections between and fractional integration with respect
to x , which have been studied by, for example,Erdelyi [5] and
Lions [15] and [16]. We establish two of these relations, both
for E and F' . Again our results are more general than those
P,h P,M
in [3].
In Chapter 5 we develop a generalised Hankel trans¬
form. A Hankel transform for generalised functions has been de¬
veloped in [25] by Zenanian. There he introduces certain spaces
of generalised functions which are tailor-made for the Hankel
transform and he is able to develop quite an extensive theory
culminating in an operational calculus for a class of different¬
ial equations. Our generalised functions are, not surprisingly,
less amenable to the Hankel transform. Nevertheless, they can be
used to bring out the connection between Hankel transforms and
2y + 1 d£
x dx
(10)
If we replace v by' -gn - 1 and x by r = Vx? +....+ Xn
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fractional integration which have been studied, for art-inwjr
functions, by Kober and Erdelyi in [13] and [14],
Me begin by developing the Hankel transform on Fp, u
but scon specialise to Fg Q where much nore can be proved, Kober
[13] established connections between I77'a and a and the HankelX X
transform in Triconi's form. By a simple change of variable, we
transcribe these tc produce relations between I^'aand and
the Hankel transform in its usual form for Lg« These we then
establish on F. n, and finally, by taking adjoints, we obtain
ju j U
the corresponding theory on Fi Analytic continuation is again
£*) C
involved and this entails a fair amount of analysis involving
asymptotic expansions.
It should be mentioned at this stage that a similar
theory can be developed for the K transform on F^ ^ using,for
example, results of Okikiclu [22], Zemanian [25] has also devel¬
oped a generalised K transform by considering specially-devised
testing-function spaces. However,using F! it is possible to
p,e
establish again the connections between K transforms and fract¬
ional integration such as have been examined , for ordinary fun¬
ctions, by Erdelyx [4] and others. Nevertheless, because of the
similarity with the Hankel transform we shall not discuss the
K transform theory here.
Instead in Chapter 6, we consider a completely diff¬
erent application of cur theory, namely to some hypergeometric
integral equations. Connections bet1,reon the hyperge one trie funct¬
ion aFi (a,h,c,z ) and fractional integration are legion; see [.2],
[3], It is not surprising therefore that operators involving
2Fi( a,b,c,z ) are closely linked with fractional integration
also. Such operators Lave been studied bv e.g. Higgitio [12] and
notably by Love [17] and [13]. Many other authors have' studied
particular cases of these operators. A list of references for
these can be found in [17] or [18].
Typical of Love's operators is
f■ ( I , \c-1
(H,( a,b,c )#(x) = j y( a,b,c,1- -•)<£( t)dt (11)
o r<c>
where we write P( a,b,c,z ) = 2Fi ( a,b, c, z ) . We obtain an
expression for H^( a,b,c ) in terns of operators of the form
a
and hence derive the napping properties of H^( a,b,c ) rel¬
ative-to the rua.ce3 F . We show in particular that tinder rest-*
P > h
rictions on the parameters, H,j( a,b,c ) is invertible end
[ *!.,( o,b,c ) ] 1 = x a E.,( ~a,b-c,-c ) xa (12)
We next consider rl^C a,b,c ) which is given by (ll) except that
"X! \ "t \
F( a,b,c,1- ~ ) is replaced by F( a,b,c,'l- — )„ We piroceed as
x
^ V > j; > - r.
for (. a$h,c ) and note that
H2( a,b,c ) ' = xS H.j( a,c-b,c ) x a (13)
Finally, we discuss the operators H,( a,b,c ) and H. ( a,b,c )"
«J tr
which are, in fact, the adjoints of a,b,c ) and ( a,b,c )
respectivelya and can therefore be expressed in terns of the
operators a0
jZ
Having obtained the properties of the four operators
on F , we take adjoints tc prove the corresponding results
P > y
for F; , o In particular, we obtain existence and uniqueness
j. > r
theorems for the integral equations
E,(. a,b,c,) f - g (14)
whore f ari g are generalised functions and i = 1,2,3,4#
§1.2 Conventions and Notation.
At this stage we make certain conventions which will
be adherea tc throughout the thesis. Generalised functions will
be denoted by letters such as f,g etc. while testing-functions
will be denoted by Greek letters such as <p,i/s etc. The value
assigned to a testing-function $ by a functional f will be
denoted by ( f , )»
We shalii be concerned with complex-valued functions
<p of a positive real, variable x . ( 0 , «» ) will denote the
open interval £x;Q<x<°°}„'£ is called snooth if it is
infinitely differentiable at each point; x e ( 0,» ). The set
/ \ 00
of all snooth functions on { 0,°o ) will be denoted by C .
For each p, 1 < p < »3 L denotes the set of ( measurable )
P
functions £ on ( 0,°° ) fear which
I ?• l'p = ( / |<X*)|P dx )p < «>,,
0
Lp will denote the corresponding spies of equivalence classes
of such fusetions which differ on a set of measure aero. Simil¬
arly, L denotes the set of ( measurable • ) functions <h for" * rxi N
which |$| , the essential auprenura of 0 over ( 0,°° ) is finite
cr>
. „
L denotes the correspending Space of equivalence classes. The
numbers p and q will always be connected by the relation
A , A = *
P q
and unless otherwise stated, 1 k p i. «* *
Seme' remarks are in order concerning the numbering
system adopted« Lemmas* theorems* corollaries etc. in ary one
chapter are numbered lii a- continuous sequence. A statement in
a chapter about Theorem 2 refers to Theorem 2 of that chapter
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while Theorem 2 of Chapter 2 will be referred -to in chapter
3 as Theorem 2.2 . Similar remarks apply to numbered formulae.
§1.3 Standard results
Finally in this introductory chapter we quote some
standard theorems which will be used frequently in the following
chapters. These results fall into two groups. The first contains
results concerning dual spaces and adjoint operators. The term¬
inology is that of Zemanian [25] Chapter 1 where the proofs
may also be found on the pages indicated.
Theorem 1
If V is a complete countably multinormed space,
then its dual V' is also complete.
Proof on pp. 21-3 of [25].
The orem 2
If U and V are countably nultinormed spaces and T is
a continuous linear napping of U into V, then the adjoint
operator T is a continuous linear napping cf V' into U'.
*
If T is an isomorphism of U onto V, then T is an iso¬
morphism of V' onto U' and
( T* )~1 = ( T"1 )*
Proof on pp. 28-9.
The other results concern the legality of different¬
iating under the integral sign. Here we refer to Luxemburg [21].
Theorem 3
Let f(x,t) be defined for all t in an interval I
-10
and A < x < B, and let f(x,t) be integrable over- I for all
A < x < B. If f(x,t) is a differentiable function of x for
all A < x < Bj,(one-sided at the end-points) almost everywhere
in I, then
f
F(x) = J f( x,t ) dt
I
is differentiable for all A < x < B ( one-sided at the end-
points ) and
F'(x) = J || ( x,t ) at
I
provided there exists an integrable function g(t) such that
! |l (x,t) < g(t)
alnost everywhere on I and for A < x < B.
This is Corollary 19.p, 174 of [21]. On examin¬
ing the proof of the latter, we soe that a similar theorem will
hold when x is replaced by a complex variable z and the
inequalities involving x are replaced by corresponding inequal¬
ities involving J?.e p.. This generalisation will, also be required.
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CHAPTER 2
The Spaces F and F*
P»^ EiM
§2,1 The testing^function spaces
For each p, i < p < «, we define F^ to he the
set of those smooth functions such that, for each non- neg-
k dk'
ative integer k, x —> e L , i.e,
dx P
F = { 0 : 4> e C°° and xk^ . e L ( k = 0,1,2,...) ] (l)p dx p
With the usual pointwise operations of addition- of functions and
multiplication of a function by a complex number, F^ becomes a
complex linear space0
For $ <■: F and k = 0,1,200»ft, define yP by
P R
»*<$) = (2)
Using the properties of | \ , we see that, for each k, y^ is aP R
seminorm on F , while yn is a norm. Hence the collectionJ? e
M = [ yj : k = 0,1,2.... ] (3)
is a countable multinorm [25 J and with the topology generated by
Hp, Fp becomes a countably multinoraed space0
Yfe require a notion of sequential convergence as follows.
A sequence [ <£n J converges to in Fp ( or in the topology
of Fp ) if and only if
(i) f V ( n = 1,2.... )
.tr
(ii) <p e F
P
and (iii) for each e M , ■+ 0 as n •* «>oK p K
Clearly, convergence in F implies convergence in L .Similarly,
P P
[ 0n } is called a fundamental sequence ( or a Cauchy sequence )
in F if and only if
P
( i) <£n * P ( n = 1,2, )
ir
(ii) for each e M , given € > 0, 3 -that
( 6n " ) < e ( n,n > Nk )
As usual, it is easy to prove that if [ 0n } converges to 0 in
F^, then [ 0n } is a fundamental sequence in F^» It is not immed¬
iately obvious whether the converse is true i.e. whether F is
P
complete. However, we will now prove, with the help of an easy lemma,
that F
^ is completeo
Define an operator & on F^ by
(80) (x) = X = X 0'(x)
6 = x E (4)
Lemma 1
CO Ir , .
<£ <r 3? if and. only if e C and 8 <£ e L ( k =
p p
Proof : Tfe have only to show that
k
Sk0 e ( k=C,1,2,.. ) <=> xk € L (k=0,1,2... )
k flkrf. n P
=> When lc =0, x £-f = 0 = 8U0 e Lk ^ ^ p
dx
For k = 1,2,... we can prove by induction that
xk = 6 (8 - 1) ..... (8 - k + 1) 0 (x)
dx
k
so that x is a linear combination of 80, 8 0, 8 0 3k0.
dx
and thus e L a
P
<= We can prove by induction that 8 0 is a linear combination
of 0, x ^ x and thus belongs to L .X> dx ^
Thus we may write
F = [ 0 : 0 f G and ok0 e L ( k = 0,1,2.... ) I (5)
* P
Theorem 2
Fp is complete, 1 < p < ».
Proof: The proof is closely related to that given in Zenanian
[25] pp. 253-4.
Let [ 9„ j be a fundamental sequence in F . Then, byP
definition of the seminoma y?, x-k ^ ,k» ~ _ k
dx
is a fundamental sequence
in Lp, for each k =0,1,2,... .
It
=> S "<£n is a fundamental sequence in L_ for k =0,•
P
k '
'By completeness of I<^ 3ipy.: 8 pn in L as n ->co ., Yie show
that 3 xo « J? ' tpv. = 5kXo a»e« °n ( 0j°° ) ( k = 0,1,2.. )
Let x be a fixed point in ( 0,» ), x a variable
d
_1





For any smooth function £(x) on ( 0,<» ),
:o-1DS(x) = r(x) -
Now recall that 3 = xl> . Let us write S>
1-1
—
+ — ~ 1 .. where we assume first that 1 < p < ».
PI'
i s~1sk'-''( <pin-on) j .= [ jr1x~1gk'-1 ( ^-<fn) |
(6)
= Tj "*x \ Also, let




i + t dt
x.
sk^1( <r>m - £n )(t) [P dt
"1 ^1
(by Holder's inequality applied to the interval with end-points
and x )
1. / r 00
P1 Id|qdt
1




Let Q denote an. arbitrary open interval whose closure ±s cnnpact
1 [X 1
in ( 0,oo ). Since — f 0 on ( 0,<» ), J | — | ^ dt is a bounded
X1
smooth function on G. Hence
I S"~1Sk+1( ) | € Myk^( ft, - £n )
on Q for some constant M. Since [ ] is a fundamental seq-
—1 k+1
uence in F , [88 <£n ] is a fundamental sequence in the supP
—1 k+1
norm and hence 5 6 <£n is unifornly convergent on Q as n -* <*>.
Now, from (6),
8"1 (x) = D"1x~1xD Sk£n(x) = D"1D 6k<>n(x)
- Sk£n(x) - Sk<£n (X1)
or 8k£n (x) = 8~1Sk+1£n(x) S^nCx^ (7)
is n -> co , 8k<£n(x) converges ia => Sk<£n(x.j) converges in
k -"1 k+1
L to) . Hence 8 <£n(x.) tends to a limit as n -> <*> . Since 8 8 <£n
P" 1
is uniformly convergent on G, we can now conclude from (7) that
8 <£n converges uniformly on G as n ->■ <». The uniform limit, Xn
say, of s\n is a continuous function on ( G,co ). From (7),
■*"1
XnU) --- 5 Xn + i(x) + XnC^) (8)
Using (8;, we conclude that xn is a smooth function and that
n k
%n = S Xd* since tjsx is the L limit of 8 <£n and. xk is the
uniform limit of 8k<in on every G as n ■> Xk(x) = i/tk(x) a.e.
on ( ) Hence, for k - 0,1,2.... ,
I 5*Xo !p = I Xk !p = Uk|p < 03
k
Thus Xo 13 smooth, 8 Xo 0 hp for each k = 0,1,2... ; so by
Lemma 1 , Xo e fp° further for each k,
I Sk( <pn - xo ) ip = | Sk<Jn - °\o | p = | Sk£n - Xn lp
1 k 1
= I 5 0n - ifjn I -> 0 as n -> co,
ir
from which it easily follows that [ £>n ] converges to Xo in F
P
as n ■* co# This completes the proof for the case 1 < p <
The cases p = 1 and p = <» are similar except that in
the application of Holder's Inequality , one of the integrals is
replaced by a suprenun over the interval with end-points x and x. .
Summarising, we now have
Thoorem 5
For 1 < p < °°, F is a complete countal?3y mu^tinprned
space ( and hence a Frechet space ) .
By an argument similar to that used in Theorem 2, we
can show that if [ <pn j converges to zero in as n -* ca, then,
for each non-negative integer k, { D ] converges to zero uni-
formly on every compact subset of ( 0,«> ) as n ■* «>. ( D = ~ )
It follows that, for each p, 1 < p £ «>, F^ is a testing-function
space in the sense of Zemanian [25] p. 39 and we will call the
elements of F testing-functions.
P
In §203 we shall compare the spaces F^ with other
important testing- function spaces. For the moment, we conclude




£ e F => x p <£(x) is bounded on ( 0,« ) 0<p< co)
ir "
Proof : Suppose first that 1 < p < <».
Choose a,b with 0 < a < b < «. Integrating by parts,
we. have
r b «b
J x£'(x)te(x)]P"1dx = J W^x)|P]J - J I !£(x)]Pdx (9)
a
£> e F => x<£'(x) e L . .Also [ <^>(x) ]P el , sincep p Q.
-16-
f 06
I ^)(x) j^ ^ ^ dx = I I <^>(x) |P dx < <»■
0 0
Hence, by Holder'p Inequality I x^'(x) [ <^>(x) ]P 1 dx is
0
absolutely convergent so that the left-hand side of (9) is bounded
as a -» 0+ or b ■* co. Similarly, since <£ e the integral on
the right-hand side of (9) remains bounded as a -»• 0* or b -» «.
It follows that x { <£(x) remains bounded as a ■» 0+ or b ■* ».
The result follows in this case.
*
The result is trivial in the case p = <*>, since then
x x) = ^j(x) is essentially bounded and hence bounded on ( 0,»)
This completes the proof.
It follows, in particular, that if <^€'F,1_<p<C3,P
then ^i(x) ->0 as x^«,
§2.2 The generalised- function spaces F^
In this section we consider functionals on F , i.e.
P
mappings from F^ into the complex numbers.
A functional on F is linear if
P
( f, oi0i + az$2 ) = ai( f, fa ) + o8( f, £3 )
for all complex numbers 01,0:3 and $1,^3 in F^. f is (sequentially)
continuous if whenever <£n -*■ £ in F , ( f,«£n ) ( **><£) as n ■> »,
We note that a linear functional is continuous if and oi?ly if
( f,£n ) -> 0 as n -> » whenever $> J converges to zero in F^.
The set of all continuous linear functionals on F is called the
P
dual of F and will be denoted by F' . The elements of F' are gener-
P P P
alised functions ( in the sense of Zemanian [25] ) .
Given f,g 0 F^ we define a functional f + g on F^ by
-17"
( f + g, <£ ) = ( f, <p ) + ( g, $ ) ( ^ e Fp )
It is easy to see that, in fact, f g e F^. Similarly, given




( of, 0 ) = a( f, $ ) ( <t> * Pp )
With these definitions of addition and scalar multiplication, F'
Jr
becomes a ( complex ) linear space.
We assign to F' the topology of weak convergence. A
P
sequence [ f^ } converges to f in F_^ if and only if
(i) f e F« ( n = 1,2,3 )\
n p v 77
(ii) f <r P«
P
and (iii) for each o F , ( f^, $ ) -> ( f,<£ ) as
n -> oo, in the sense of complex numbers. Similarly, [ f J is a
fundamental sequence in F^ if and only if
(i) f <r F! ( n = 1,2,3..... )\
n p v 77
(ii) for each £ e F^, [ ( f^, £ ) J is a Cauchy
sequence of complex numbers. Theorem 1.1 immediately gives
Theorem 5
F1 is complete for 1 < p < » .
p " — * —
Certain elements of F? can be identified with convent-
P
ional functions; in particular, let f e 1 . We can define a funct¬
ional ? by
( f, $ ) = / f(x) £ (x) dx ( $ e F ) (1.0)
0 p
The integral exists by Holder's Inequality, f is clearly linear.
Further since convergence in F^ => convergence in it follows
easily, that f is continuous; i.e. f e F^ Identifying functions
which differ on a set of measure aero, we can therefore imbed L
1
in F^ by means of (10).
Generalised functions with an integral representation
of the form (10) are called regular; those which have no such re¬
presentation are called singular. An example of a singular element
of F' (l<_p^«>)is provided by 8 ( a > 0 ) a translatedP ^
delta-function, defined by
( 8a, £ ) = 0 (a) ( $ < Fp )
We shall use regular functionals to motivate the definition of
various operators on F^ in the sequel.
§2,5 Relationship of F^ to J3? and tt
It is interesting to compare the spaces F^ with
other spaces of generalised functions on ( 0,«> ), in particular
with distributions and distributions with compact support.
Let be the linear space of all complex-valued smooth
functions <£ defined on ( 0,°= ) whose support is a compact subset
of ( 0,» ). A sequence [ ] converges in ^ to <£ if and
only if
(i) 0n e ( n = 1,2,3 )
(ii) <$ e SD
(iii) all the <£n and <£ have their supports inside
*• a"'fixed compact subset , of ( -O," ) ( the subset
being independent of n )
and (iv) for k = 0,1,2...0 , D^n -> uniformly on (0,o=)
The space of continuous linear functionals on 3) is denoted by
aifL the elements of §)' are called distributions on ( 0,<-=> ) or
simply distributions.
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Let <£ be the linear space of all smooth, complex-
valued functions cp defined on ( 0,» ). A sequence [ <pn ]
converges in £ to (p if and only if
(i) <Pn e t ( n = 1,2,3 )
(ii) 0 * %
and (iii) for k = 0,1,2.... , D <£n -»■ ® $ uniformly
on each compact subset of ( 0,® ) .
The space of continuous linear functionals on & is denoted
by V '
It is clear that C | , Furthermore, if [$n]
converges to p in £[) , then [<£nj converges to <p in § . It
follows that C It can be proved that ? consists of
those elements of which have compact support ( in the sense of
distributions ) and hence the elements of £ are called distrib¬
utions with compact support,,
From the definition of the spaces F , it is clear
that 3j C F C t
P
for each p, 1 < p < Further, both inclusions are strict; for
the first, we note that the function <p given by
$(x) "= e ( 0 < x < «> )
belongs to F^ for each p, but not to a) , while for the second,
we note that the function ifs given by
^(x) = x ( 0 < x < °° )
belongs to but not to any of the F spaces. However, since
P
is dense in « , [25] p. 37, it follows immediately that
F is dense in % „
P
It is easy to prove that if { 4>n } converges to <p
in ^ , then [ <£n j converges to <p in F . For, the supports
P
-20-
of 4>r\,<t> are all contained in the closed interval [ a,b ] for
somb 0 < a < b < oo, so that ^
y i ( ~ <P ) = [I xK ^-rr ( <£n - <£ ) I &xk d
k |P \ P
0 dx
= ( / *k ^~k ( ^ " * ) P dx ) ^
a dx
« aS> I *■ > I < > »
dx
-> 0 as n -> oo.
It follows that any element of F^, when restricted to 5b , is a
member of 3b' so that F^ C 5)
On the other hand, suppose [ (j>n ] converges to § in
F We proved in Lemma 2 that S $n converges uniformly on any
P •
compact subset fi of ( 0,°o ) and hence D <£n converges uniform¬
ly on such an Q, Hence { <j>n ] converges to a limit in £ and
clearly this limit is Thus
Convergence in F^ => Convergence in §
and hence ' C F^. We therefore have
Theorem 6
For 1 < p < oo , <? CF' CdD
~ - P
§2,4 The spaces F and F''7 1 —-—t p, n -p, n
In order to obtain meaningful definitions of various
operations such as multiplication by powers of x and different¬
iation , we must introduce a generalisation of the F^ and F^
spaces .
For any complex number /U and 1 < p < «», wo define
F by
P,M
Fp ^ = { <£ : £(x) = x^V(x) where tp e Fp |
With the usual pointv/ise operations of addition and scalar multi¬
plication, P
^ becomes a ( complex ) linear space.
For k = 0,1,2.... , define on F^ ^ by
yk^( * ) = y k ( * ) (11)
where <j> (x) = ^r(x) e F and y ^ is given by (2).pf/j K
Each y, ^ is a seminorn on F and is a norm, so thatk p,/i 'o
the collection
MP,P = i : k = 0,1,2... } (12)
'is a countable multinorn and with the topology generated by M ^
Fp ^ becomes a countably multinomed space. Convergent and fund¬
amental sequences are defined analogously to those for F •
From the definition of the seminorms, it is clear
that multiplication by x^ is an isomorphism of F^ onto Fp
The following result is then immediate.
Theorem 7
For each u and 1 < p < °° , F is a complete
P,^
ccuntably nultinormed space and hence a Frechet space.
Of course F r is simply our original F andp,u p
we shall continue to write
F . s F .
p,0 p
Suppose [ <£n } converges to zero in F with
P 3
<^n(x) = x^n(x). Then [tj}n ] converges to zero in F as n -+ °°
» *
Hence by the renarks following Theorejn 3, for k s 0,1,2.,., ,
-22 -
k / \
[ D <pn ] converges to zero uniformly on each compact subset of (0, «>)
k
as n-> °°. It follows that [ D ^ ! converges uniformly to zero on
each compact subset of ( 0,°° ) as n -» °°. Hence for each p ami
H, is a testing-function space in the sense of Zemanian [25]
p. 39.
Analogously to the F' spaces, we can construct F' ,
P
the space of continuous linear functionals on F . The elements
P>^
of F^ ^ will also be called generalised functions. With the top¬
ology of we-ak convergence ( pcintwise -convargenoe ) vie have by
Theorem 1.1,
The orem 3
For each complex p and 1 <_ p <, co, F^ ^ is oomplete .
§2,5 Operators on F^ ^
We now consider some operators on F . The termin-
P,^
ology used will be that of [25], Chapter 1.-
For any complex number A, we define the operator x^
on F by
P»J"
( X 0 ) (x) = X $(x) ( 0 < X < 0° )
No confusion will arise from using the same symbol for the funct¬
ion x^ and the operation of multiplying by this function. We
have already remarked that, for any /u, x^ is an isomorphism of
F onto F : and the inverse operator is x It now follows
P P
at once that, for any A,y. x^- is an isomorphism of F onto
P»M
F , with inverse x .
P, A+/J
Next, ;ve consider again the operator S defined
by (4), i.e. ( S£ ) (x) = x
Let 6 e F .We have
P
xlh( ^ > = x" Tk (* ^ >dx ax
. nk+1, ,k
J*- ( -v a 3 x k 1= x ^ x-rrf + k7k jax dx
, . n k+1 _ _k ^
= xk+1 + kx (13)
dx dx
Hence xKt ( 8<£ ) e L ( k = 0,1,2... ) i.e. §<£ <= F so
dx P P
that 8 naps F into F . 8 is linear. Also from (13),
P P
y £ (S<£ ) ^ ^+1^ + k ^k ^
so that 8 is continuous at 0. Hence 8 is a continuous linear
napping of F^ into F . If 1 < p < °°, 8 is one-to-one, since
xt^ = 0 = 0 => rf> = c, a constant on ( 0,°° ) .dx dx
But $ e => c = 0. If p = °°, 5 is not one-to-one,
since all constant functions are napped to zero. It can also be
proved, e.g. using the theory of fractional integration developed
in Chapter 5 , that 8 is onto if 1 < p < °° , but not if p=«.
Now suppose 4> e Fp ^ , <£(x) <p(x), ip e Fp.
8<j> (x) = x ~ ( xM ifi(x) ) = x^ (lutft + x )
Nov. by the above, ib e F => x e F => Srf> e F , so
P dx p v p,/H
8 naps F into F . Linearity is again clear. For contin-
P,P P,d 5
uity, we have
y = y + X || ) = y p + 8tp )
< yj+1( <fr) + ( k + |/j| ) yj i<p) by (h)
= y£+1'M (*) + ( k + |d| ) yp'^ )
Hence 8 is a continuous linear napping of F into F
p,#i p,#i
-24
for all /j and 1 < p < «>„ is before, we can obtain other results
using the theory of Chapter 5 ( See § 3.6:) ; .
We define the operator 8' by
8'$ (x) = ~ ( x <£ (x) ) (15)
Since ~ ( x <p (x) ) = x + $ (x) , we nay write
8* = 8 + 1
where I is the identity .operator. It follows that 8* is a cont¬
inuous linear napping of F into F .
Finally, we have the differentiation operator D
defined by D<£ (x) = , Since
D(p (x) = x ^ 8$ (x)
it follo'.js fron the above that D is a continuous linear napping
of F into F . ,
p ,#i p, I
For reference purposes, we gather together the
results of this section in the follovfing theorem.
Theorem 9
Let /j be any complex nunber, and let 1 <, P <, °°t
(i) x^- is an isomorphism of F onto F , with inverse x ^
p,b p,A+/j
(ii) 8 is a continuous linear napping of F into F
P,b P
(autonorphisn of F^ if 1 ^ p < ra )
(iii) 8' is a continuous linear napping of F ' into Fv
P,/i P,M
(iv) D is a continuous linear mapping of F into F
P ,fi P,b"1




§2.6 Operators on F*
1" *'—• ■ —
-p , ;j—
In this section, we define operators on F' corr-
esponding to those of the previous section. The definitions are
motivated by consideration of regular functionals.
Por regular functionals, proceeding formally,
«> » 00
K , \ / / „/• \ A
The
( x "f, <p ) = / xV(x) <£>(x) dx = / f(x) x <£>(x) dxJ0 J0
or ( xV, <f> ) = ( f, x'V ) (16)
right-hand side is meaningful if f e P' and <& e P . •P>M-A
We use (16) to define xV far any A and f e P' and denote
p,/i
the mapping so obtained by xV In fact, x'V is a continuous lin¬
ear functional on P , and by Theorons 9 and 1.2, x'^ is an
P»P~A
isomorphism Ox F1 onto F' , with inverse x ^
P..d P»^-A
Let (f> e P , f e P' be regular with compact
P> P P j d
support. Formally, we have
o CO ^ CO
/ of(x) <j> (x) dx = x f'(x) $(x) dx
J0 J .
= [ X f(x)p (x) j 00 - f(x) ( X <?>(x) ) dx
-
0 0
The integrated terms vanish to give
( 5f, ^ ) = ( f, -S<<£ ) (17)
We use (17) to define 8 on F* as the adjoint of -8J. As
P»P
before, 5 is a continuous linear napping of F' into F1 by
Theorems 9 and 1.2 .
Similarly, we define 8' on F' by
p,fj
( 8«f, 0 ) = ( f, - 8$ ) (18)
where f e F1 and 0 e F . 8' is a continuous linear
P>P P
napping of F1 into F' .
P,^ p,/i
Finallyj, we define the differentiation operator
D on F' by
( Df, <£ ) = ( f, ~D<p ) (19)
where f f F' and d> e F „ . D is a continuous linear
p,#j r p,/i+1
napping of F' into F' . .
P,/i P,M+1
¥e therefore have the following theorem.
The oren 10
Let AyH be conplex numbers, 1 < p < » •




(ii) S is a continuous linear napping of F' into F'
(iii)S' is a continuous linear napping of F' into F*
p,^i p,ju
(iv) D is a continuous linear napping of ."F* .into F' „
P»fi' ' P,M+1
It should always be clear from the context whether




Fractional Integration in F^ ^ and F^
§5 a1 Introduction.
For E.e a > 0, and a suitable function <p , we
define ia<£ , a fractional integral of order a of $ (sometimes
called the Riemann- Liouville integral of order a ) by
ia§ (x) = rfaj f ^ x_u ^a 1 du ^0
\ (x
It is possible to modify the operator I in two stages. Firstly,
we may Integrate with respect to xm ( & > 0 ) rather than x by
(X
means of the operator J. defined by
x
^ ^ = rfaj J (^m)a"1^"V(u) du (2)
so that ICl is .just 7." again, On the other hand, there are
.X
1 homogeneous 1 opera/tors I'^s a introduced and discussed by Kober
and Erdelyi in [15] and [14] defined by




r (a; ( x-u )a V <f>(u) du (3)
where 77 is any complex number, Finally, combining these two
11 (y





m J'^ / m m a_.j m7|+m--|
"TXaT" J (X "U } U ^(u)
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77 (X
In this chapter, we develop the theory of I ^ and
x
°
(defined below ) for our spaces F and F' . We will, of
xn P;>P P>P
course, obtain incidentally properties of the ' inhomogeneous 1
operators ia an.d Ka .
Li m
x x
We begin by generalising a theorem of Kober concern¬
ing fractional integrals of functions in L^.
>2 Action of i.7'5 01 on L ,
x
Kcber [13] has proved the following theorem.
The orem 1,
Let 1 < p < «> , ~ =1. Then I a ( as— A — 7
p q.
defined by (3) ) is a continuous linear mapping of into
provided Re 77 > - ~ 0
Q.
Using this, we can prove the following extension.
The orem 2,
1 W'-<x
If in Es 7) + m > — , I * is a continuous linear
P -,m
mapping of L into L ( 1 < p < 00 ) 0
P P
Proof: Suppose first thai 1 < p < «> „ Using (3)' and (4.),t
we can show that
_ ( Sri) 1
x ( Jj^) ( xn} = (5)
WhSre
. ( 2=1) 1
V* = V + and f(x) = x mp $ (x n ) ,
Now by a change of variable we can easily show that
I <l> lp = » ^ i 4> lp (6)
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Hence tp e L * Similarly we have
P
- (2=1) 1
x np I a ^ xm )
x














New if ia Re 77 + m > —, Re 77 > —— - 1 => Re 77' > .'
p mp q










v;here K is independent of cb e L „ The result follows.
p
It remains to consider the case p = °°« Proceeding
as before,we obtain 1
n(
m (x ) = I*' *00
1
where (/r(x) = d> ( x ) . Clearly
i




= | $ j , and also
uY* )w
Since we are now assuming that Re 77 > - 1, we can now complete
the proof using Theorem 1 as above.
»3 Action of I77'a and K?7s 01 on F and F
Since F is a subspace of L , we know from
P . P
Theorem 2 that if m Re 77 + m > —, j^'a naps F into
p
x *
Ii . We will now show that, in fact, under the sane restriction
P ' 5
-30-
on 77, maps F into F . This, involves justifying diff-
x P P
erentiation under the integral sign for which we use Theorem 1.3.
We recall the definition of the operator 8 given
by equation ( 2.4 ) and the fact that 8 is a continuous linear




Let <£ e F , 1 < p < «>, m Re 77 + m > — , Re a > 0,
p - - P
Then
(i) « 0"
(ii) For each k = 0,1,2.... ,
8k (s) = l"'" 8^ (x)m ^ m
x x
(iii) For each k - 0,1,2.... ,
xfci ( ) = Xl'a ( )
, k v raVk// mv k
dx x x dx
(iv) l'^a is a continuous linear mapping of F into F .




-i-ri*a , t \ ei -un-iiia / , m ni\ a-1 qw-hH , / \ ,1
m ^ (*■' = TT^X J ^x ~u ^ u du
x~ "s ' "0
1
0
= rfs> } ( i-t1"*)"-1 t""-™-1 «(xt) dt .
We apply Theorem 1.3 with I = ( 0,1 ), and with
0<A<_3£«cB< o° ( A < B ) . Also we take
f ( X,t ) = ( 1-t» )^1 «(xt) .
Now by Lemma 2„4 ,
for some constant 0j $(xt) | (xt) p for x and
t in the above intervals. Hence,
| f ( x,t ) | « C2 ( 1-tP )°-1CI
where
^
. cs = TTTSTi 1 P ci
f 1
=> J f ( x, t ) < «o , since Re a > 0 and nRer? +n > ~ .
Now fx( x,t ) = I^a) ( 1 -tn)a 1ta77+n 1x ^xt)^(xt) and
since 8cJ e F , we have as before that
P
I tj x,)I « C3 ( 1-t° )°-1 5
for some constant C„. The right-hand side is integrable over
o
( 0,1 ). Hence by Theoren 103, I77-"0^ is differentiable and
x"
(x) ) = 8^ (x) (11)
x' X
Since 8 maps F^ into F , we can proceed from (ll) to show
77 Ct
that X ^ <p is infinitely differentiable,
x
(ii) From (ll) we have
8 1^% = I^a S<£
m m r
x x
Again, since S<£ e F , we mav use induction to prove the result.
(iii) hie have that for k = 0,1,2..,. ,
If
xk = 6(8-1) ( S-k+1)
dx
The right-hand side is a polynomial in 8, say P(8) . Clearly,
from ( ii ),
P(S) TV>a 6 = I77'® P (8) $s m m \ / v
x x
so that the result follows.
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(iv) We have shown in (i) that is smooth. Also, by (iii)
xk * ( J,*,#
n k v mdx x




ii'° c xk^4)m v „ k '
dx
By Theorem 2, there is a constant K^. independent of <p,
such that





■ Hence, we have for k = 0,1,2.,., ,
< XY * > 4 R ^ M (12)
x
(12) shows that x is a continuous mapping of F into
x ^
F . As linearity is obvious, the proof is complete.
We next extend Theorem 3 to the spaces F
Theorem 4
ji (X
Let 1 < p < «> , Ee a > 0 » Then I is a contin-
•— -= m
x
uous linear mapping of F into F provided that
P»M P '
-J
Re ( m Ti + [i ) + n > —
p
Proof : Let <p e F^ ^ , 4>{x) = x^ ^(x) , with if; e F .
1'\a 0(x) = 1^° ( x^(x) )
= ifsj i ( 1~tln )a 1(xt)p ^(xt) t1, m7j+m-1 dt
= x
a / / . ,m \a-1 m7j+/j+m-1 , x ,,
"f(a)J ( 1_t ) t ^(xt ) dt
=> ± ' <p (x)a ^ v
x
/i 77 + , a , \x I




Now ip e F an(l by hypothesis,
P
m Re ( 77 + — ) +m = Re ( ni7j + p ) + m>-
Hence, by Theorem 3, I^+ m ,a ds € F . Further we can write (13)' J m r p
x
in the form
l">° tfx) = ^ + m '<* x "<V (x)m ' m
x x
Using Theorem 3 again and also Theorem 2.9 (i), we see that
T) CC
I , being the composition of three continuous linear mappings ,
x'




Let Re a > 0, Re /3 > 0, Re ( mr? + p ) + n > -,
P
</> e F . Then
i";° ■" i"'a * tx) = i"«o+" * (x)ill 111 1:1
XX X
i
Proof : Note first that both sides belong to F by Theorem 4,




m -mri-ma-mS , ia ,ni\ /3-1 ,m-1 3 / ,,m urn a-1 m77+m-1 ,, \ ,
= P^)X ^ (x -t t dt (t -U ) u <£(u) du
We wish to interchange the order of integration in (14). To this
end, we not& that also
V*a , fl ri,a { )
m m v x •
x x
d m / / ,'x , m\/3-1 nrj+ma h3-1 /. ek a-1 m77+m-1 ,, , \ ,, _= 7(a)l:(JJ^ J V ^ ' u <Kxtu) dt du
The double integral converges absolutely since Re a > 0, Re /3 > 0,
1 R - 1
Re ( nr] + fi ) + m > - and | q&(y) | «= M y p( 0 < y < » )
for some constant M by Lemma 2.4 .Thus, by Fubini's Theorem,
we may interchange the order of integration in (14) to get
--54—
^-nT)-no-n/3 r x r x
k") r'.WS2 ' uD,,+n-1 <Ku) du (xm-tD)^1(t°-un)',-',otn-1 dt
0 u







(xn-un)"+/J-y ( 1-Z d2 . r^>) ( xn-uD )a+(J"1
Finally,
-pTJ+ct,/? Trj, a ( N nx ''l7? J*'a f X, n nNa+£-1 m77+m-1 _,/ >
In I A ^<x) = tY„« N -u ) u 0(u) dun xn = r( a-r/3 )
XX \ r /
0
= 1^ a+^ ^>(x) as required
x
All results so far concerning I^a have been proved
x
under the hypothesis Re or > 0. We now show that this restriction
can be removed by the process of analytic continuation.
Definition For each a in some domain D of the. complex plane
let T be an operator on F .We shall say that T is analytica P, ^ a
8T
with respect to a in D if there exists an operator -r-a on Fda p,/i
such that for each fixed d> in F , 0 < x < ",
P»M '
E [ W+h *(x) " W «x) ] " * W - 0




On F , I ' is analytic with respect to a for
P S It*
1
Re a > 0, provided that Re ( mrj+fj ) + m > — .
Proof: We fix 7? with Re ( mrj+p ) + m >4- and fix <i e F
—
p ^ p,/i.
We have tP' a<£ = — ? ?• T <5 where




( Ta <p) (x) = / ( 1-tm )a 1 t"V+m 1 0(xt) dt (15)
0
Since multiplication by easily seen to be an analytic oper¬
ator on F in the sense cf the above definition, and since the
P,P
composition of two analytic operators is analytic, we need only
prove that T is analytic with respect to a on F for Rea > 0.
a PiP
Differentiating (15) formally with respect to a gives
_ f f A
°
3T
With this expression for ~a ,
( |±a 0)(x) = J ( 1-tm )a"' log ( 1-tB ) *(xt) dt
E [ Ta+h* (x) ' Ta «*>■ 1 " fa" * (x)
1
f. ( l-tm ) ( 1-tD "1 tm^n"1 tfrt) dt (16)
where ^(x) = i ^ - log x J x and 0 < f < Re a
Yife 3how below that as h -> 0, in any manner,
n r? I 1"tQ ) I = nSUP, K(*)l - 0 .(Kt-$1 1 h ' 1 0«=x^1 1 hv 1
It then follows from (16) that
[ E ( W "V > " 1°
* i v- ) i vr c ire m > «« /fti
X
as h -> 0 in any manner. Proceeding as in Theorem 3, we may differ¬
entiate under the integral sign in (16) to deduce that for each
k = 1,2,3.... ,
dx
= / fh ( 1-tm ) ( l-tT—1 (xt)%,(=*) dt
where x^xkCx) = s0 that Xk 6 F • Hence,
P»H r J.[ i( T„.v.« - T„« ) " S« <■ ]h v "a+h'r ~aY ' da
sup | f„( 1-tD ) | x I I^S'»-"XK |_ - 0 as h -0.0^t=s1 1 ~h ' ' • n 'p
x ^
The result would then follow#
Thus it only remains to prove that 0^x$1 ^ ^ ^
as h -* 0 in any manner.
fh(x)| = | X ~ 1 - log x | xe
h .
Now | X - log x
A
— [ exp (h log x ) - 1 - h log x j
i 2 (h log x )n « 1, E Hi" i lo«* I"
h
n=2 n! ^ n=2 n!
l. EI hi n-2 n!
-Ihl _ 1
Tfhf"
-| h|c 1 1 — 1
( since log x < 0 )
- log x j , reversing a previous step
+ log x = x Cg (x) say.
v/e have that jf*h (x) j « | (x) | . We prove that i ehMl
-> 0 as h ■* 0 in any manner. Since g^ is a real function invol¬
ving only |h|, we may use calculus to locate turning values.
Suppose as \je may that 0 < |h| < <r. Then ^ 0 as x -> 0+
and ^(x) 0 as x -> 1- .
i / \ e-1 ( x _ -] -Ihl ^ 1 1, fgMxJ = ex I I. | 1 + log x j + | - x 1 1 + —Jx
= (|r|-1J(xlI~1)x +ex log x
€*•1
In 0 < x < 1, x £ 0 => g^(x)= 0 when
log x = - i X-Ihi.,
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Then log x~^ = -X—iilL [ x~lhl _ 1 ]
or log yh = ~ ~ [ yh - 1 ]
From the convexity of log y and its derivatives at y = 1, it
is easily seen that y^ ~> 1 as h -> 0. Hence
-M «sup |g (x)l = SUp I - i " 1 + log x I x€
0$x^1 I6hwi 0«x«1 ' |h| g 1
^ 1 | yhj ~|1 - ( yh " 1) i
= ( yh - 1 ' ( |5|- "fsH } = e ( yh " 1 > - 0 as h~ 0l
This finally completes the proof of Theorem 6.
We also note in passing that a similar argument
proves the following result.
Theorem 7
On F , and with fixed Ci , Re a > 0, l^'a is
p ii ' 9 m
x
1
analytic with respect to r\ provided He ( mrj+n ) + m > — .
We shall mainly be concerned with analytic contin-
7? OL




, _"Hy a+1 g tV* ct * ( \ ___77. u+1 . / , \1
HI ^ = 1 m ^ = m ^ ~ 'mr>+ ma+ m) 1 m ^
xxx x
Proof ; That 81^'a+^' $ = I ^'a+^8<p follows from Theorem 3 (ii).m 1 m
x x




d r m -m?7-ma-m / /mm \a m77-HU-1 >
= S f TT^vT) * V
, - ( m,„a« ) x-"")-"""-"-1 I + I , where
Kx) =^ / ( *m-tm )" t""""1 tft) at
Using Theorem 1.3 , we can differentiate under the integral
sign to obtain •
i. I(x) = ^ mxn"1/ ( xm-tm )""1 0(t) at
» 4( l"'°+1 )dx x°
rx
, \ -mn-ma-m m / / m m \a m77+n-1 ,,
= - ( nri-taa-m J x r('a+i) J ^ X ~ ^
+ m x^^-Tr"! / ( xn - ta )° "1 t0""11-1 *(t) dtHa; Jo
r,^T),a+1 , , \ _?7,a+1 , Ti],a




We can arrange the formula of Lemma 8 to give
m I^a $(x) = ( mrj+ma+m ) I77^"4""1 <£(x) + 8$(x) (18)xm x x
For fixed x and rj with Re ( mrj+n ) + m > — , the right-hand side
of (18) is, by Theorem 6, an analytic function of a on Fp ^
provided Re a > -1. We can therefore use (18) to extend the
7i, a
definition of I , in the first instance to -1 < Re a ( 0, andm ' '
x
hence, step by step , to the whole a -plane. The extended operator
on F is an entire function of a .
By sufficiently many applications of (18) together
with the result of Theorem 4, we have
-59-
Theorem 9
Let 1 < p < ® . For any complex number a and




We shall shortly prove much more about the mapping
77 CC
properties of Iunder these conditions,
x
Putting a = 0 in (18) we have for Re (mr?+p) + m > —
m l7?m° ^ a77+m ^ ^m1 + ^
x
x x x
=> m i"^0 <j(x) =, un,)+n-1[(Br,«) 0(u) + u ^ ] du
x 0
= ^ (u) U°"« ) du
mx [ <t>{u) u L0
-m^-m ./ N Q77+n . _ / _ \ 1
= mx <£(x; x , since Re ( m^y ) +n > —
= m $(x)
=> l77m° ^x^ = <KX) O9)
X
7? 0
so that I ' is the identity operator on F in this case.
Next, we can use analytic continuation with respect
to a and /? to remove the restrictions Re a > 0 and Re /3 > 0
in Theorem 5. Hhwever, we must insert the extra condition
•J
Re ( m-q +ma + ju) + m > —
which was redundant before. We therefore have
Theorem 10
1 1
Let Re ( mr?+^ ) + m > - , Re ( m77+ma+ji ) + m > —
P P
(p e F . Then
iT*' XY a+/s^
XX X
This immediately leads to the following very important result*
Corollary 11
1 1
Let Re ( nrj+p ) + m > ~ , Re ( 11177+ma+p ) + m > —.
P P
Then is an automorphism of F and
xn P>^
( I77'" )~1 . I77^-" (21)\ i~i ' rn x 'm ' m
x x
Proof ; We know,from Theorem 9, that under the given conditions
I77'a and I^+a' a are continuous linear mappings of F into
m m 0 p.u
xx
itself. Let $ e F^ ^ . Taking /3 = - a in (20) gives
= by (19)
XX X
Replacing r) by 77 + a, a by -a and /3 by a in (20) gives
7,, a -a
_ 0
m m ^ m v v
The result follows at once.
We derive next some results , similar to that of
Lemma 8, which will be used in the sequel. "We assume A e F
•j
and that Re ( ar?+/i ) + m > — .
6 f - °+1 4 = i"1' a+1 Sdm Y m r
x x
,x




■iww)x i [ ( " )a #<«>
- /■ 4>(u) [ ( x^-u"1 )" u-"" ] du I
= m
'Q
„ -mrj-ma-m 7 /mm \a-1 mn+m ,, \ m-1.x J ( X - u ; u 0(u) u du
0
-41 ■
/ s m -m77-ma-m / , m m N a m77+m-1 , / \ ,
- ( mrj-m ) * J ( x -u ) u <f>(u) du
=> = S X^'^V = 0 - ( m7j+ni ) l"'a+1 <» (22)
m ^ m m^ m
XXX X
Y/ith 5' defined as before by
6' <£(x) = ( x<£ ) =50 (x) + (x)
(17) and (22) immediately give
S< I^a+V = l\a+^8^ = m I^a<£ - ( mrj+ma+m-l ) I^a+V (23)
XXX X
- S'l";"+V = ■ I^'V ( -»«-1 ) l"ia+V (24)
XXX X
life conclude this section by stating the mapping.
properties of the ' inhomogeneous ' operators Xa as given by
x
(2). From (4) we see that for Re a > 0,
Ta +( \ ma ~ma -ra i/ \ t-0, a,/ \ /0[-\I
m <f>{x) = x X I m <£(x) = X I J 0(x) (25)
X XX
It follows from Theorem 2.9 (i) and Theorem 4 that Ia is
m
x
a continuous linear mapping of F into F providedr- 0
p,p p, jU+ma *
-J
Re (J + m > -, The right-hand side of (25) is, by Theorem 6,
P
an analytic function of a for fixed x and (f> . Y/e can use (25)
cc 1
to define I for Re a $0 on F provided only Re/J +m > — .
vm P,f* ■ P
0 a









linear mapping of F into F , I is the identity
P* M P* /J+iao: m
operator on F . If, further, Re (m +. ma + /i) -> - ,
P * ' P
-42-
a
I is an isomorphism with inverse
( I«o)"1 . I"« (26)
X X
If - - n - Re (J < min ( 0, m Rea , n Re/? ) cf> e F
p ' ' p, b
*
a A* - - A ^ + <27)
XX x XX
(27) is sometimes called the first index law for the operators
Ia . The second index law for 1° will be discussed in Chapter
m x
x
6 where it arises in connection with hypergeometric integral
operators.
§5.4 Action of K^'a on F and F|V —D -rr—■———1
X
For Re a > 0, and a suitable function <£ , we define
a
K <p, sometimes called the Weyl integral of order a of <fi by
It" <£(x) = -J-~y f ( u-x )a~1 <£(u) du (28)r^I
ji.
OL OL 77 OL
As in the case of I we have. the. operators K and K- • . '':* 1 m m
x x
defined by
K ^ ^(x) = TT7T f ( um-xn ) a~1un_1^(u)du (29)
x
r ^
trr-ta *( \ a77 v,a -ma , \K' = X IV X ^x)■m ' m
X X
Q77 /
mx / /mm \a-1 -mn-ma+m-l ./
=
YHTJ (U -X ; u ^(ujdu
X
(3°)
= r^T i( ( tm"1 )^1t-,n'f"lMn-V(rt)«
As is to be expected, the development of the theory of K7'' a
x
on F is similar to that of We shall state the results
p,fj xm
-43-
without giving the full details of the proofs.
Using Theorem and results of Kober [13]
we can prove
The orem 15
Let 1 < p < oo , Iva is a continuous linear map-
— r — m
x 1
ping of F into itself provided Re a >0, Re (
p,M P
Proof : Kctber proved, that a maps.' L-~into itself if Re 77 > - ^
and Rea > 0. By a change of variable , we can show that
1 x
maps F into L if Rea > 0, Re mrj > - - . Theorem 1.3 com-
P P P
pletes the proof for n =0. A little manipulation then proves
the general case.
As in the case of I77' a , we can remove the rest-
m '
x
riction Rea > 0 by means of analytic continuation . Let 77 be
fixed with Re ( mn-(j ) > - —. Then, on F xP'ad>(.x) is , for
P
each fixed x and 0, an analytic function of a . (We can act¬
ually prove a stronger result involving convergence in the top¬
ology of F^ as in Theorem 6.) Under the hypotheses of
Theorem 13, integration by parts gives
77, a+1 T 77, a+1 ( \ vrj, a+1 T.r), a ,R
Q 50 = 6 K'^ 0 = ( 07740a ) K'^ 0 — m K'^ 0 (31;
XX XX
which is an analogue of (17). Rearranging gives
m K^a 0(x) = ( m774ma) K7^a+^0(x) - 60 (x) (32)
x x ..x
For fixed x and 0, we can use (32) to extend kP'a 0(x) to an
x
entire function of a . We can then drop the restriction Rea >0.
in Theorem 13.





for <f> € Fp ^ provided Re ( 0rj-fj ) > - — . If, in addition,
•j






This leads to the following theorem.
Theoren 14
77 ot
Let 1. < p < 00 , K is a continuous linear
— * — n
x 1
napping of F into itself provided Re ( n77- jj) > - — . If,
P> M P
in addition, Re ( nry+na- jj) > - =• , Iv^a is an automorphism of
P with inverse ft7?"1"®' a .
P,f
p ' m^ x
If 0 e F and Re ( mrj-fj ) > - , the following
P j M P
results analogous to (22), (23), (24) hold.
* tj. a+1 , TTrn, a+1 , T.77+1,a
SK; ^ = K m 80 =mr?K^ 0 -mK^' 0 (35)
X X X X
S'K^a+1 0 = = (077+1) 0 (36)
XX XX*
K77,a+15 = 5,Kn,a+1 ^ _ (Qr]+Qwl) K77'a+V -nK^a 0 (37)m ^ n ^ x ' 'mr n ^
XX XX
a
Finally, we mention sone properties of K on
1 X
F . From (30), for any 77, Rea > 0, Re^ < — and 0 e F ,
• P P»^
ira T^a ~ma ma j/ rrO» ® nia j/ /*r,\
0 ^ =Knx x ^x7 = K m x ^x7 ( '
xx x
For each fixed x and 0, the right-hand side of (38) is an
analytic function of a and we may use (38) to extend the def-
oc
inition of K to Re a $ 0.
m
x









mapping of F into F .If also Re ju < •=■ , K is an** 6
p,p p, (J-taa p xa
isomorphism of F onto F and
p,p p,p+na
( Ka )~1 = K~av m ' n
x x
If ^ - Re p > max ( n Re a , m Re /3 , o Re ( a+/3 ) ) , <p e F^ ^
Ka 4> = Ka+i3 Ka $ (39)n m ^ m ^ m m ^
XX X XX
(39) is the first index lav/ for the operators Ka .
x
The second index law will be discussed in Chapter 6 .
§3.5 The action of I and K on F'
— ————m — m p ,u —
xx r'
We are now ready to develop the theory of fractional
integration on the spaces F^ ^ of generalised functions . The
7? OC T) OC
definitions of I and K are motivated by considering regularmm ^
x x
functionals .
Let <4 e F and let f e F' be a regular function-
P P,M
al .Proceeding formally , with Re a > 0 , we have
( i77;" f , $) = J i^a f (x) $ (x) dx
x Ox
, co x
/ ,/ \ , m -m^-ma / / m m x a-1 mn+m-l „/ x .
= J <p\x) dx x J ( x -u ) u f(u) du
0 rC^T
r00
\ , m m7j+m-1 / /mm x a-1 -mn-ma ,, x _f(u) cLu u J ( x -u ) x ' «(x) dx
) ^ u




where 77* = 77 + 1 - — . With this motivation , we define X
m
x
on F1 for any a by
p,M —
( I^a f, $ ) = ( f , K7^1".n ' 0 ) (40)
x x
{
where d> e F and f is any member of F1 • By Theorem 14 ,
1 P>^ P>^
K^1 m ' a is a continuous linear mapping of F , into itselfm ** p,fj
11
provided that Re [ m ( 77+1- — ) - ju } > - — , that is , provided
1 11
Re ( qtj-h ) + m > — , where as usual — + — = 1 . Hence , by
71 0L .
Theorem 1.2 , we find that I ^ is a continuous linear mapping
x
of F' into itself under the same condition .
Pj/J
Using (40) and (34) , we can immediately deduce
the following theorem analogous to Theorem 10 .
Theorem 16
1 ' 1
Let Re ( mr)-/j ) + m > — , Re ( nrj+ma-n ) + m > —
f e F' . Then
P» H
I77+a,/3 77, a _ 77, a+p
mm m
XX X
Analogous to (19), we have, for f e F^ ^ , and
-j
Re ( mri-Li ) + m > — , that
q
l7?m° f = f (42)
X
-J
This follows by replacing 77 by + (^) anc^ taking
adjoints . From Theorem 16 or from the general theory of adjcints
it also follows that , if Re ( m77~/i ) + m > - , Re ( mrj+ma-iu ) + m
> - , a is an automorphism of F' with inverse j^+<Xf a , We
^
x P't2 xD
have therefore proved the following theorem .
-47
Theorem 17
Let 1 < p < oo . I^'a is a continuous linear map-
— r — EJ
X 1 . .
ping of I" into F' provided Re ( mrj-n ) + m > — , If , in
P,M 1
addition , Re ( m77+ma-/u ) + m > — , I^'3 is an automorphism of
. _r?+a,-aF* with inverse I
P,f
q mH x
Comparing Theorem 17 with Theorem 9 and
Corollary 11 , we see that the restrictions on f) and a are
obtained by replacing n by -/i and p by q . This is to be




will converge if f(x) = x ^ g(x) with g e ; in particular,
if f e F which is imbedded in F* .
q,-7J P,P
¥e note in passing
The prem 18




analytic function of a for each fixed f e F' and d> e F
P,M P,#i
This follows easily from the remark made after
Theorem 15 that, for fixed 77 satisfying the hypotheses of the
77 CC
theorem, K is,for fixed <£, an analytic function of a and
d a x
~r~ lP,a<i> exists as a limit in the topology of F . We canaa xn P
prove similarly that, for fixed a, ( I^a f , £ ) is an analytic
X
1 1function of 77 ..in the half-plane Re 77 > — (Ro.-m- — - m ) • •
n q
We recall from Chapter 2 that the adjoint of
1 > • 1 '
S4 is -5 , Replacing 77 by 77 + 1 - - in (31), (35), (36)
and (37) and taking adjoints, we obtain the following results
-48-
analogous to (17), (22), (23) and (24), valid for f e F'Pj P
-j
with Re ( rarj-n ) + m > — .
1
5 i"'«+1 f = i"'"+1 6 f = ra l"'"f - ( ) l"''w1f (43)
my m m ' m
x -■ XX X
Iri'a*1 Sf = S i'-'*1 t = . i"-1'' f -(■.,» ) l';w1i (44)m n m * ' ill
f = I7?>0£+Vf = Bl^f- ( mrmaw-1 ) l\^t (45)xn xm X
I^a+1 s'f = §' a+1 f = n . ( ^ } »1f (46)
o m m ni
XXX X
Let 6 e F , f e F' .By consideration of reg-
P»/* P,h
ular functioneLs, we are led to define K^'" on F' By'
xn P*^
( K^af , 4> ) = ( f , I^1+ n 'a (p ) (47)
x x
1+-
We know from Theorem 4 that the operator I7^ n ' is a
x
continuous linear mapping of F into itself provided that
i 1 1
Re [ n ( 77-1+ - ) + /u] + a > — , i.e. if Re ( nr/+n ) > - - .
77
Hence, under this condition, K ^ is a continuous linear napping
x
of F' into itself . Proceeding sinilarly, we obtain
The orem 19
77 OL
For "1 ,< P < 00 ' ^ m as a continuous linear map-
x
1
ping of F^ ^ into itself provided Re ( m77+/J ) > - — . If, in
addition, Re ( mrj+ma+n ) > - ™ , K^a is an automorphism of F^ ^
and its inverse is a . In this case also , for f e F' ,
xm P,M
»,a K^/Sf , KU,»/S f (48)mm m x
XX X
-49-
Again the restrictions on the parameters are obtain¬
ed from those in Theorem 14 by replacing /J by - [i and p by
q.
Replacing 77 by 77 - 1 + ~ in (17), (22), (23)
and (24) gives the following results analogous to (3l), (35),
(36) and (37) valid for f e F^ ^ with Re ( mrj+n ) > ? —
K^a+1 S f = SK^a+1 f = ( m77+ma ) K^a+1f - m af (49)
XX X X*
- let"1' f (50)m m ' m m v '
XX XX
5'KT7,a+1f _ k?7, a+1 5'f _ ^ ^ ^.77, a+1 f _ »j+1, a (51)n n v ' ' m m
XX XX
^a+lg'f _ s'K^a+1f _ ( mTjma+i ) - a (52)It
X' X X_ X
We conclude this section with a brief discussion
of the operators Iam and Ka on F' . Proceeding fornally
x x ^
we have , for a regular functional f,
( Iam f , <}> ) = ( xma I°^a f , 0 ) by (25)
x x
= ( I°^a f , xna<p ) by (2.16)
x
= ( f > K1m in ,a xna^ ) by (40)
x
a
Hence, we define I Q for any complex number a on F^ n by
x
( Iaffl f , 4> ) = ( f , K xn% ) (53)
„ 11- — , a nam * v
/ „ A-1 a -n+1, x
= ( f , x Ivm x $ '
x
-50-
the definition being meaningful if <f> t F^ ^_na • Using the theory
T) CC




I is a continuous linear napping of F' ,, into
1
F* provided that Re ( n~u ) > — . If, in addition ,
p,p-na r v r ' q ' 3
1 ("X
Re ( m+na-u ) > — , I is an isomorphism of F' onto F'v
q m * P,M p,^-ma
cc *j
with inverse I . If m + Re < min (0,m Rea , m Re/3 ),
x ^
.a -p/3 _ _ _ a+/3 [3 _ aI" IP f = I^f = IP Ia f (54)mm m mm •
XX X XX
for f e F'
P,^
a
Similarly we are led to define K on F1 by
xm P>P
( Iiam f , £ ) = ( f , xma I "1 + m >a $ ) (55)
x x
/ r. m-1 _a -m+1 , \
= ( f , x I m x $ )
x





K. is a continuous linear mapping of Ff into
xm PW
F'
,, provided that Re ( ma-fj )< — . If, in addition,
p,p-ma q
1 ct
Re(-i£) < — , It ^ is an isonorphisni of F' onto F'
I xn P,/i p,^-ma
and ...
( K°n r1 - k:uv n
' ■ x x ,, ; i
■j
If - + Re (j > nax ( m Re a , q Re jS , p Re ( a+8 ) ), f e F'
q P>^
Ka K" f = K^f = k" K° f (56)
n n n n m
XX X XX
Although we have deve]oped the theory of ia and
xcc
K on F' , we shall mainly be concerned in the sequel with
x




§3.6 Flirther properties of 8 and 8' on F and F'•**— r r -—
P, ij—p, p-
The theory developed in the previous sections can
be used to obtain further information about 8 and 8' which were
first discussed in Chapter 2 .
1Let 6 e F with Re u > — . We nay put m = 1,p,/i p
77 = -1 and a = 0 in (17) to obtain
8 i;1'1* = * by (19)
i
Thus, if Re /i > —.8 is an automorphism of F and
P P,#i
8"1 = I-1'1 (57)x s
1This in turn implies that on F with Re u > — ,
P,P P
8 = (58)
We could also have obtained these results using (22) .
Suppose on the other hand that 6 e F with
P,P
Re n < — . We now put 11 = 1,77=0 = 0 in (31) to get
K°'1 8£ = 8K°'1 0 = - K°x'° $ = - $ by (33)
So, if Re n < - . S is an automorphism of F and
P P,H
8"1 = - K°j1 (59)
or 8 = - K~1'1 (60)
'
' ' 1As regards the limiting case Re \jl = — , we have
-52-
already seen in §2.5 that with p = 0, p = 00 , 8 is not invertible
on F
A sinilar procedure can be carried out for 5 ' using
(23) or (24) when Re n > — and (36) or (37) when Re (i < - . fe
P J?
have the following theorem .
Theorem 22
(i) Let Re u > — . Then 8 and 8' are automorphisms of F- and
p r p,/i
8 "1 = I-1'1 ; (S»)"1 = I0'1X > \ / x
(ii) Let Re u < - , Then 8 and S* are automorphisms of F
P P,
and 8~1 = - K0'1 ; (S«)~1 = - K~1'1
x v 7 x
Taking adjoints, or using (43)-(46) and (49)-(52),




(i) Let Re /i < - — . Then 8 and 5' are automorphisms of F'
and 8~1 = I~1}1 ; (S')~1 = 1°'
X
-J
(ii) Let Re n > - — . Then 8 and 8' are automorphisms of F'
1 P tl*
A <T1 TA1 /S.^1 Tr~1>'1and 8 = - K ; (S1) = - KV" 7 \ / y
Let $ e F^ ^ . We can use (58) to prove by induction
•J
that ,(for n = 0,1,2.,.. ), provided Re n - n > - — ,




Similarly, for $ <r F^ ^ with Re < — and n = 0,1,2.... ,
iC <> W = (-l)n ^ (62)
i ndx
as might be expected.
There ere similar results for . F*
P,M
CHAPTER 4
Fractional Integration and Singular differential Operators
§4.1 The singular differential operator
We consider the operator defined for suitable
functions cf> and any complex number v by
LJ (x) = A + *4 (1)
dx x dx
Such an operator arises naturally in many situations. For example,
if v as ■gn — 1 and we replace x by r , becomes the Laplac--
ian for spherically symmetric functions on Rn . Other references
are' given in the introduction ,
It has long been known that there is a close con¬
nection between the operator 1^ and operators of fractional
integration, particularly those of the form iP^a and ? . The
x x
connection was explored in [8] for a certain space of testing -
functions and extended to the corresponding space of generalised
functions, In this chapter , we establish similar results for the
spaces F and F' «
P»P




is a continuous linear mapping of F into F „ for every
p,/i p,p-1 J
1
complex number n , and 1 < p < «= . Also — is an isomorphism
of F onto F . . We therefore have
P>/^ P,M"1
Theorem 1
Let 1 < p < oo . For each complex /i and v ,
-54-
Lv is a continuous lineau* manning of F into F _ .V * PP,P~2 '
It is clear that, for each fixed d> e F and' y
P,M
0 < x < o° , <KX) is an entire function of v with derivative
•§- L 0(x) = - ^dv v x dx
In fact, since for any complex h ,
- [ L 4> - L <p ] - -h L v+hr vy J x dx
vanishes identically for 0 < x < «, we can immediately deduce
The orem 2
Let cb € F . For each fixed x , L <i(x) is an
p,#i
Q
entire function of v and furthermore , the derivative — L 4>' dv v
exists as a limit in the topology of Fr P,M-2
Further mapping properties of Ly are derived below.
It is easy to prove that, for any suitable function 0,
x2 (x) - 8 d + 2v (2)
x L^x $(x) = > 2v 5!0 (3)
where 8 , 8' are defined as in Chapter 2 .
We next define L on F1 , Let 4 e F „ and
v P,M V p,b+2
let f be a twice-differentiable function such that f and L f
v
generate regular functionals , Proceeding formally,
( Lyf , 4> ) = ( x"2 ( 82f + 2v 8f ) , <p ) by (2)
- ( ( 82 + 2vS )f , x~20 ) by (2.16)
= (f,(8,2-2v81)x2c£>) by (2.17»)
= ( f , x L_; x~1 <f> ) by (3)
-1
p,/U+2 ~ --V X r " "p,fi4> € F^ n 9 => x L_ti x <p € F^ so that the right-hand
-55-
sicLe is meaningful if f <r F' . Thus,, we define L on F' by
r ,11 v
( Lyf , 4> ) = ( f , x L_v x 1<t> ) (4)
-1
where d> <f F Since x L x is a continuous linear map-r p,p+2 -v
ping of F „ into F , we have by Theorem 1.2 that L is5 p,/i+2 p,/i ' J v
a continuous linear napping of F' into F' „ Now, by Theorem*
P,M P,^+2 '
d ""1
2, — L x <A exists as a limit in the topology of F .. .dv -v * ^ PjP+I
Hence, we have that ■=- x L x ^ d exists as a limit in the topo-* 3v -v
logy of F . We have therefore preyed
p,Ai
Theorem 3
Let 1 <: p < 00 . For each complex \i and v, Ly is
a continuous linear mapping of F' into F' _ . Further, for
P,P P,^+2
each fixed d> <? F 0 , ( L f , <t> ) is an entire function of v.PsjU+2 ' v v
4.2 Connections between 1
_ and fractional integration
In this section, we establish some relations on F
P»/i
involving Ly and the homogeneous operators of fractional integ¬




(i) Let <£ e F , Re ( 2v-hju ) > - , 1 < p < ». Then
p,p p ' — r —
iV L 0 = L IV'C (5)2 y y+« 2 ^ v '
X X
(ii) Let cf> e F , Re ( 2v-p )>-=, 1 < p < °° . Thenr
pjjU ^ p» — r —
L ItV'% = KV'a L 4> (6)
-y 2 ^ 2 -y-a ^ v '
x x
-56-
Proof ; (ij Under the given restrictions on the parameters ,
both sides of (5) belong to ^ . Using (2) we have
_v,a v,a -2 , s2 NI ; L 0 = I ' x (5+2v o) <p
Ci V
X X
= x 2 IVg^,a (5 + 2v ) 50
x
V oc •
where we use the definition of I
g for Re a > 0 and analytic
x
continuation for Re a, ^ 0 . Then , using (3.22),
IV9a L 02 v
= x"2 [ 2 5<£ ~ ( 2v-2+2 ) IV~1'aS0 + 2v I^1'" 80 ]
X XX
0 -2 v, a-1
= 2 x I
g 50
x
On the other hand, using (2) and (3.17)
T Tv,a , -2 , \ s _v,aL
, I A 0 = x ( S+2y+2a ; 5 I „ 0V ■+■ C& /u
X X
= x 2 ( 8+2y+2a ) JV^ 50
X.
= x'2 [ 2 IV'a"1 50 - ( 2v+2a-2+2 ) IV^a§0 + ( 2v+2a ) IV^a50 ]
X XX
-2 v,a-1
= 2 x I
g 80
x
The result follows »
(ii) The proof of this part is sinilar and uses (3.31) and (3.35)
The details are omitted 0
Equations (5) and (6) give perhaps the neatest
relations between the differential operators and fractional
Integration on




Let f e F , 1 < p < <» , — + — = 1
p,/i - - P q
(i) If Re ( 2v-p* ) > = >
iV L f ' = L IV'a f (7)2 v v+a 2
x x
(ii) If Re ( 2v +/J ) > - ~ ,
L llVLa f = KV'a L f (8)
-v 2 2 -v-a
x x
Proof ; By Theorem 3 and Theorem 3„17, both sides of (7) be-
l0ng t0 Fp,^+2 • Let 9 , PpjM+2 .
( IV>2a Ly f, 0 ) = ( I'yf > ) Ly (3.40)
x x
= ( f » x L-y X~1 a ) by (4)
x
'
Si T T,v.a -1 . \




using the definition of K f? for Re a > 0, and analytic contin-
x^
uation ©thervn.se « On the other hand ,
1
( L IV'af , 6 ) = ( f , KVt*'° x L x~\ )v+a 2 ■ J 2 -v-a ^
x
f si jrV, a Y —1 , \- ( f , liv n L X <£ ;2 -v-a
x
Thus, ?ve hasre only to show that
v, a -1 , v», a _ -1 .x. L K ' x rf> - x £ „ u x 6
-v 6 2 -v-a
X X
or L KVla x ^ <p - KV*a L x ^ 4>
~v 2 2 -v-a
X X
-1
But, since x d> e F , the result follows from Theorem
p,jU+t
""" 1
4 (ii) with id replaced by p+1 and $ by x 0 ,
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The proof of (8).,. is similar „ Once again, we see
that the restrictions on the parameters in Theorem 5 are obtain¬
ed from those in Theorem 4 by replacing p by - p and p by q.
§4,3 Further properties of L
v—
-j
We recall from (3.57) that if Re p > — , 8 is an
automorphism of P and*
P
S"1 = I"1'1 (9)
X N
Now , from (2) , we have
L = x 2 ( 82 + 2v 8 )
v
—2 2
and in particular = x S , It follows that, if
Re u > - , is an isomorphism of P onto P _ and
P 0 p,p p,/i-2
_-1 -.-1,1 _-1.1 2 /..s
Lr = ' x (10)0 x x
If also Re ( 2v+p ) > ™ , we may put a = -v in (5) to get
_ -V, "*V .
1 > Lv </> = I 2 $
x x
for <fi «f P^ ^ . Since we are also assuming Re p > — , we may,
by Corollary 5a11i apply ( V ) to both sides to obtain
r A, t®?v r -rvJ""v JL„ * = 1 2 L0 1 2 *
X X
It follows that in this case L is invertible On P and
v P,^
T — 1 , _0, v .r -1 „v,~v ,
h * = 12 0 12
x x
T0,v -1,1 -11 2 v,—v
- I
2 I I x I ' $
xxx x
= x2 I1*v I1'1 I1*1 IV'~V ifj (11)
x2 x x x2
for ds <■ P «
p,p~2
-5H-
-j . '' ' '' .
If, on the other hand* Re p < — , we have from (3,59)
that S is again an automorphism of F and
PJP
S~' = - K°j1 (12)
x x
so again L_ is invertible on F and0 p,p
L"1 = K°>1 K°>1 x2
x" X
Putting v= 0 and replacing a by - a in (6), we obtain for 4> €
F
P,V
1 T * ~ V^f ^ T r>
0 2 $ ~ 2 L K ^
x x




If also, Re ( 2v+p ) <.~ , we may, by Theorem 3,14, apply
( y) ^ to both, sides to obtain
x
T , - v, v .r0s-v> ,
v 9 = ^ 2 'uo 2 *
x x
Again, L is invertible and for ijj c FV ' P $ J
r-1 I Tr~V*V tj-5 J. 1 T/.0„1 „1,-V 2 , /.„\L >!< - K 2? It * It K j x ip (13)
X X X X
We have therefore proved
Theorem 6
(i) If min ( Re p , Re ( 2v+p ) ) > — , is an isomorphism
of F onto F and for ib e F _ , the equation
p,p p,p~2 r p, P-2 *
L 4> - ^
v r
has a ur.iqi.-e solution <fi in F^ ^ given by (11)
(ii) If max. ( Re p , Re ( 2 v+p ))<~, is an isomorphism
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of F onto F „ and for ft e F ' . the equation
p,/i P^-2 * psp-2
L <£ = ft
v
has a unique solution <p in F^ ^ given by (13) .
Similarly, taking adjoints , or proceeding via (4)
(7) and (8), we can obtain the corresponding results for F^ ^
The orem 7
1 ' '
(i) If ain ( - Re p , Re ( 2y-p ) ) > — , is an isomorph¬
ism of F' onto F' _ and for g e F' „ , the equation
p, n p, ii+2 6 p, ii+2 ?
Ly f = g
has a unique solution f in F' given by
Pj P
f = x2 I1-v I1'1 X1'1 l">-v g
X x x x"
\ s -J(ii) If max ( - Re p , Re { 2v-u ) ) < — , is an isomorph¬
ism of F' onto F' n and for g c F' „ , the equation
p,11 Pi P+2 & pj p+2 • H
L f = g
v 0
has a unique solution f in ' F^ given by
f = ifg5 V K°;1 K°j1 K1^"V x2 g
-61
CHAPTER 5
Fractional Integration and the Hanksl Transform
fiLJL Introduction
In this chapter, we consider the connection bet¬
ween the homogeneous operators of fractional integration and the
Hankel transform. In its usual form for L ( as opposed to Tri-
P
ccmi's form which vie shall consider later ) the Hankel transform
of order v is defined on L by
P
fn
(Hv <P )(x) » 1^i*® iq) Jy(xt) tf>(t) dt (1)
for any complex number v . Here, l,i„m (q) denotes the limit in
the L norm . — + — = 1 as usual,- and J ia the Bessel funct-
q ' p q ' v




Let 1<p<2,Rei»>-r--,^c L . Then— ^ q p
exists almost everywhere on ( 0,°° ) and Hy is a contin¬
uous linear mapping of L into L .
p q
Since F^ C L^, it follows that Hy maps F^
into , under the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Me will show that,
in fact, K is a continuous linear mapping of F into F .
v P q
If the function <£(x) vanishes for x sufficient¬
ly large, then
(Hjf> )(x) a Vxt J (xt) <Kt) dt (2)v J0
the integral actually being over a finite interval. (2) is easier
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to handle than (l) from the point of view of differentiation.
Thus, to show that, for any e F , is smooth, we do not
use (l) . Instead, we first approximate to $ by a sequence
in F , each $n(x) vanishing for x sufficiently large so that
P
we may use (2); we then use Theorem 1.3 to differentiate under
the integral sign and finally use the continuity of on L^,
The details follow in Section 2.
There appears to be no easy way to deal with
on the spaces F with fj £ 0. Okikiolu [ 22 ] has proved
P f
some results for operators of the form
r n
1
(tJ <j> )(x) = (<l) / (xt)2 V J 1 (xt) <^>(t) dtN
n -» °° J
^ ' V-2
and we could use these to obtain some results for elements $(x)
in F • which vanish for x sufficiently large. But the limit
p,M
in mean prevents us dealing with general elements of F^ ^ and
we shall not pursue this. Thus, all our results in this chapter
will be for the spaces F .
P
§5.2 The Hankel Transform on F•a— —— ——p
As indicated above, we begin by approximating to
an arbitrary function <p e ^ • We assume throughout this section
that 1 < p < 2.
Lemma 2
For any $ e F^ , there exists a sequence £ <f>n }
of elements of F^, each vanishing for x sufficiently large,
such that 0n converges to 4> in the topology of F .
Proof : Let Ai be an arbitrary smooth function such that
1 0 < x < 1
Ai(x) =
0 x > 2
and for each positive integer n define by
An (x) = Ai ( ^ )
Clearly An is smooth for each n and
1 0 < x < n
An(x) =
0 x > 2n
G-iven <fi e P , define <pn by
P
0n(x) = ^n(x) $(x)
(k) th
Clearly <£n(x) = 0 for x > 2n . Also, since An ,the k
derivative of An, is bounded on ( 0,°° ) for each k = 0,1,2... ,
it follows easily that far each k
k dk
x **~k 6 Lp
dx ^
so that (pn e F^. ¥e shove that <pn converges ta (p in F^ as
n ■+ oo .
We must shove that for each k = 0,1,2.... ,
( 4>~4>n ) converges to zero as n -> °°, with given by (2.2).
f °° k
[ y^(<£-<£n) P = J I xk^ (<M>n) |P dx
0 dx
/ k f00 k
= J ' xk ^"k iP dx + / ixk 'Pdx
n dx 2n dx
k dkc£>
<p e F => x —f- e L so that the second integral on the
p dxk P
right tends to zero as n •» » , We now consider the first integral.
xk ^ ) = xk — { ( 1-An(x) ) <£(x) }
dx dx
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=' 2 x1 £-=■ ( 1 - An(
1=0 dx
= xk ( 1 - An(x) ) + L x1 ( 1-An(x) )xk~1 ^Zi(?)(5)
dx 1=1 dx dx U;
We are concerned with the value of the right-hand side for
n < x < 2n .









n<x<2n 1-An(x) | 5 1 + n<S^2n|A,( f )| = 1 ♦ I A, (t) |
= Mq say-
where Mq is a constant , independent of n . Also, for 1 > 1,
X1 ^-ir ( 1 -An (x) ) = - x1 ™- An(x) = - x1 ^Lj- A,( | )dx1 " dx1 dx n
= - X
1 1 ,(1) / X<i>
sup i x1 sL (, - An(x)) | . K 5 2 )|n<x<2n 1 1 n<x<2n 1V n n 1
dx "" ""
°
1<t<2 1 ^ A,<1>(t) 1 = B1 aay
where again is a constant, independent of n . It follows
from (3) that
k k k-1
I k d , , , N I Y,, I k-l dK ,I x —£ ( <£-0n ) I « ml I x I
dx 1=0 dx
Now the right-hand side belongs to L so that
l2nJ | x -—£ ( 0-<£n ) p dx -* 0 as n
n dx
Hence y? ( $-<£n ) 0 as n *> » for each k = 0,1,2'k
i.e. <pn converges to 4> in as required




If $ € F , 0n is constructed as in Lemma 2,
1 1
and Re v > - — , then2 q '
l.i.ia (q) / _ / .\ jf. \ _ l.i.m (q) / r-r ,
„ ^ j «*> at = n f» i0Vxt df
Proof : Note first that the integral on the right- side is over
a finite interval , namely ( 0,2n ), for each fixed n. Write
I
n
^n(x) = / Vxt J (xt) 0(t) dtJ
0
2n
Xn(x) = / Vxt J (xt)^n(t) <*t
•'o V
We must show that
l.i.m (q) = l.i.m (q) Xn
n -> oo n-> °°
r 2n
- Xn = j Vxt Jy(xt)<£n(t) dt
n
r N
Y-foo J0 JyC*tJ«nCt)! dt
= Hv (wn )
where mn(t) = 0n(t) ( n < t < 2n ) and = 0 otherwise.
Hence by Theorem 1,
— 2n
0n- Xn I « K., <£n(t)|P dt
n
(4)
where IC^ is a constant , independent of n and <p . Also, pro¬
ceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2, we have
I 4>n('t) I « | V>(t)| I A,(t)| = M | 0(t) |
where M is independent of n. Hence, from (4) with Kg
= M , we have




I <Kt) |P dt
n
P -» 0 as n ■* <» .
since <p e . This completes the proof .
Lemma 3 tells us that
H <t> = 1,i,m ^ H <£n (5)
v n -> co v
So far we only know that for each n, Hy $n € by Theorem 1.
That each Hy$n actually belongs to F will be a consequence
of the next lemma.
Lemma 4
Let t/s e F^ and suppose fi(x) =0 far x suff-
1 1
iciently large. Also, let Re v > - — .Then H ifi e F .
ij V ^
proof : Let i/r(x) =0 for x > A .We are able to use the
form (2) for so that
A
( lljjs ) (x) = J Vxt Jy(xt) ifi(t) dt
r AX
= / Vu J (u) <p( — ) —
JQ rv X X
For fixed x > 0, choose B : 0 < B < Ax . Let
,B
I (x) = / Vu J (u) ^r( - ) —1 J
Q V X X
r Ax
I (x) = / Vu J (u) (//(-) —2 J_ vv Y x x
B
By Lemma 2.4, for some constant M,
1 1
|7u J (u) — ) — | Mu^ + Rev p x 1 + Pi v v x x 1
Since ^ + Rev - ^ > -1 by hypothesise we can use theorem
M %:■! ' "■ 1 V : 'V V1' 1 V-.': ■'«*.
1.3 to deduce that 1^ is differentia.ble and
fB
6 I^x) = - /oVu Jy(u) ( 8+1 ) ip{ ~ ~ ((S-M)t) ( ~J
As regards IQ, the integrand is continuous and hence using a
standard theorem ( e.g. Widder £24] p.353 ) 1^ is different-
iable and since (S+l) ^(a) = 0, we obtain
r AX
/ 6 l2(x) = - J Vu Jy(u) ( 5+1 ) <A( H
B
Consequently, Hv<P is differentiable and
SH ^ = - Hy (6 +1)0
Sinoe <p e F^ => ( S+1 )ip e F^ by Theorem 2.9, we may
proceed by induction to prove that H tp is smooth and
Sk H p = (-l)k H ( 5+1 )k ^ e L (6)v v, q
k d
by Theorem 1# Since x —r H ^ is a linear combination
dx ,
of H tp , SH 0 , , 5 H tp , it follows that H tp e F? V v v ' v q
as required .
To reach our goal using (5), we need one more
lemma.
Lemma 5
With <p, 4>n defined as in Lemma 2, tie function
l..ioQ (q) ^ belongs to F provided Rev > - 4 - — »n-»oo ° q 2q
Proof ; Let us write tpn = <j>n . Then, by Theorem 1,
I 'Pn ~ |
q < Kq | <£n - (fa |
for some constant Kq independent of n, n and <fi . Similarly,
using (6)> for k * > 3 constants such that
I 5 (^n - tpm) lq 5 ^ I (5+1 ) ($n - ,£m)lp
It now follows that
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k X
I xk ^-T- (0n - 0m) I « ^ C, I X1 (0n - 0m) I
dx q 1=0 dx
for some constants > i.e. ^
(0n - 0m) « ^Cn yp (0n - 0m ) (7)k
1=0
Now since [ 0n] converges to 0 in F^ "by Lemma 2 , [ 0n] is a
fundamental sequence in F^ . (7) now implies that [ 0n ] is a
fundamental sequence in F^ . By completeness, 3 0 e F^ such
that 0n converges to 0 in F. . But, since convergence in F
q q
implies convergence in L^, it follows that
0 = 1*1*m ^ 0n = ?"**n ^ H 0n e Fn -> oo n ->■ oo • v q
She lemma is proved .
From (6) we now have
Corollary 6
1 1
0 c i => H 0 <r F provided Rev #
P v" q 2 q *




If Rev > - — - — , is a continuous mapping
of F into F .
p q
Proof : We have with the previous notation
SkHy0n = (-l)k Hy (8+1 )k 0n
Passing to the limit and using the fact that 8 is continuous
on F , F and H is continuous on L ,
P * q v p*
8 k Hv 0 = (-l)k Hy ( 8+1 )k 0
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-> *THv ^ 2 H ( x1 if )
dx 1=0 dx
for some constants . Hence, by Theorem 1, for some constants
D1 ' k
yj ( H d> ) S ^ D, ( 0 )* v
1=0 1 1
The result follows .
Vife summarise our results in a theorem ,
Theorem 8
1 1
If 1<p<2, Re v > - r ,H is a cont-* — ' 2 q v
inuous linear napping of F into F .
p q
Although we have established Theorem 8 for
1 < p < 2 , we shall , in fact , be primarily concerned with
the case p = 2 . For 1 < p < 2 , a characterisation of the
range of Hy in L is not known so that the question of inver¬
sion cannot be dealt with. However, when p = 2 , much more is
known . Indeed, if Re v > -1 , H^ maps Lg into Lg and is
-1
both one-to-one and onto with inverse H = H . Combining
v v
this with Theoren 8 , we immediately obtain
Theorem 9
If Re v > -1 , Hy is an automorphism of Fg
and H "1 = H
v v
a2j
>.3 Asymptotic expansion of ~-—zv
dv
In Section 4 we will consider further the action
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of Hy on Fg . However,, in order to perform an analytic con¬
tinuation , we must derive asymptotic expansions for the deriv¬
atives of the Bessel function Jy with respect to v . This
section is devoted to these derivations .
We shall follow closely the methods in [10],
Chapter 7 . That is to say, we first obtain asymptotic expansions
for derivatives with respect to v of , the modified Bessel
function of the third kind and order v , and then proceed via the
Hankel functions .
From [10], p.23 , we have that ,if Re v > - f ,




t~i t \ (2x) f '/"00 -1, f \M-1^ Ut\v-4-11, vmp r x) = —/ e t * dt/ (1f-u) (1 + "Z-J ■ du (9)
(M-l)!r(v+^E)Jp. . . J0
Let v0 be fixed , Re v, > -gr and let 0 < e < Re Vq+z • We can
choose M such that Rev- -g-.'.-M < 0 whenever | v-v0 | « <r. Then
«£ 1
=>
ut\v-g"-M /, ut\Rev -4 -M
*2x =(l+2?
|l> (x) | $ —— / e "t
(M-1) 21 i 0
-t Rev-j+M
1
.,, / / . \M—1 ,dt / (1-u; du
0
where
/ „ s -M
I r( +i
c (a ,e ) x~"
C (M , c ) = 2~M 1 sup
v—vD
f( Rev +2 +J.I )
M! f(Rev +i -M )
It now follows easily from (8) that for any M 2 1, 3 C(U,e )
independent of x such that for | v-v0 | ^ e, x 5*1,
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| p(x)| * C(M ,e) x~MM
By differentiating (9) and proceeding as above, we can deduce
similarly that, for each k = 0,1,2,,.. , 3a constant C(M,e,k)
such that
■~M (x) I C(M,e,k) x~M
dv '
where again C(M,e,k) is independent of v,x for | v-v0 | $ f
and x £ 1 . Using Hankel's symbol
(v,m) = ^ [(4v2-|S)C4v2-32)...(4v.2- (2n-1)2)|
f( v + 2 + Q )
n! f(v + ■§• - m )
we obtain
M-1 „k
(x) = ( )2 e"^ V ~
3v _B§, C^K2*)"' + yk ' '10)
where | (x) | « C(M,e,k) x"M (11)
uniformly for | v-v0 I ^ e and x > 1.
Suppose now that Re v0 < z • Then v0 = - /n0
with Re fi0 > - 2 . Also, Ity (x) = K (x) so that
W = (-Dk ^ K (x) ■
3v dn
By applying the previous case with v, v0 replaced by
ve can deduce that (10) and (11) hold for any v0 and suffic¬
iently small e.
For our purposes, it will be sufficient to take
M = 1 and we shall write R for remainder terms such that , for
( sufficiently small
"•1
j R | « C (€',k) x for | v-v0 | « e and x £ 1.
C1)
We now proceed via Hankel functions', The Hankel function Hy
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H (x) = - e-®iy" K (-ix) (12)
ir vN
/ s 2i -^xvtt / k w 1 . \k-l d~4t / . \
=> — Hv (x) = -T-6 Z < i K-s»0 TT ("lx)
av
i=o av
3 _ |i e~^iV77 (-2^*e±x Z; (i )(-^)k_1 [ A: (v>0) + R ]
1=0 3v
Since ( v,0 ) = 1, we have
,k
k "V ~ v 7TX4 H(1) (x) = (J- )2 ei(x"^V7,r- I} [ (4i^)k + R 3
dv
In particular , for k =2, we have
~2 H„<'>« = ( -S ei(x_iu"" f [ -£> a ] (13)
dv
(a)
The second Hankel function H (x) of order v satisfies
H**' (x) = f K„ (ix) (14)
Hence replacing i by -i throughout we obtain
*~2 H!'> (x) = ( fe )4 !>[ - I* R ] (15)
dv
(1) (2)
Finally, since J (x) = i [ Hy (x) + Hy (x) j , adding
(13) and (15) gives
2 2
Jv (x) = ( f— )2 cos ( x-^vw- | ) [- | + R ]
^
2 5
=> Vx Jv (x) = - ( f )? cos ( x-^vir- f ) + R
dv
We have thus proved
Leoma 10
For any v0 and e > 0 sufficiently snail,
2 5
jx Jy (x) = - ( ) 2 cos ( x-^vir- | ) + Ry
dv
where | Rv(x)| < Cx s unifomly in | v-v0 | $ e , x ? 1.
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Here C depends only on <r It follow? that for any compact
subset K of the complex plane, 3 G ( depending on K ) such
that
| R (x) | $ C x~1
at.
uniformly for v e K and X 5* 1
§5,4 Analyticity of the Hankel Transform on F ,
We are now ready to -discuss the analyticity of
Hv on F0 . Throughout this section, ' l.i.n ' will denote the
Ct
limit in the Lg norm. By definition,
H (x) = l.i.n / ^ j ^ (t) dt
n J
c v
Assuming x and <f> fixed, we may regard $(x) as a function
of v . Recalling that is an entire function of v , we may
differentiate- formally to obtain
4- H (x) = f Vxt '(btt) 0 (t) dtdv v n -> °° j dv
0
d
We will show that, for fixed 6 , — H 6 exists as a limit* ^ ' dv v
in the topology of Fg whenever Rev > -1 .
We first consider the operator defined by
? <P(x) = 1^*1 J V^t (xt) tft) dt (16)
0 dv"
so that <Xx) is obtained by differentiating Hy <£(x) form¬
ally twice with respect to v .
Lemma 11
Let V(j be fixed with Re v0> -1 • For f suffic-
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iently snail, there exists a constant K , independent of v such
that
I Tv « l2 < SU l2 Fg )
whenever ,. |v-v0 | « <■
Proof ; We follow closely the nethod of Bochner [1] pp,227-8.
As in Lenna 10, we nay write
2 2
Vy 2-iy (y) = _ ( | )2 Cos ( y-4vw- | ) + Rv(y) (17)
dv
We also write
ip; (x) =1 , i>
5
7rH
( f) / C0o(lt-iui7- f) 0 (t) at
* 2 ,» (x)
54 5 ,v (x)
1
X
R (xt)<$> (t) dt
n
l.i.n
n -> oo ^ Ry (xt) $ (t) dt
Let us consider first <p (x) . We have
2, v ^
I <P 2>v (x) | 5 1 Ry(xt)j I <£(t) | dt
I R (y)l U( ? )l ?X ' x
If Re v0> -2 , we choose e : Re v0 - 2e >- 2 , Now, there




« Miy^ReV - * (18)
unifornly for 0 < $ ,< 1 and | v-v<3 | ^ e ; But if |





unifornly for 0 < y < 1 and | v-v0 | $ e , Further, since
cos ( y - -£VTT - | ) is unifornly bounded on this set , 3 Mg
such that
I (y)l * m2
unifomly for 0 < y < 1 and j v-v0 | e . Hence, in this
,
I VWI « a2/o U(2)|ay . |2CI°'1|^I )(i)
Mow «(x) € F2 => (1^'11 V'l )(x) € F2 Theoren 3.3 .
=> ! #2,v (x) ^ 2 6 M2 1 x {Ix'1 'U
= H2 | (I°'1 |0|)(x) l2
< K1 I « l2
by Theorem 3.3 , where is independent of <£ and of v in
| v-v0 ! e .
Suppose , on the other hand , that -1 < Re v0 < -4.
We now choose e : -1 < Re v0 - 2e , As in (18) , 3 M„ such
that
2
I <— 9 J / \ | 2^ + R® M "" CI Vy —gv (y) | « k3 y 2
3v
uniformly for 0 < y _< 1 and | v-v0 | ^ e . Thus , if | v»*v0 |^<f
2
I /"" ^ J.. /■ > I . -IT "2 + vOI Vy —rv (y) | < M„ y
dv
=> I M la« *3 /J y i+Ee k (^) I?
= m3 ; ( lJ+Ee "°"2' '1kl)( { )
JSince 2 + Re ~2e > z > we can use Theorem 3,3 as before to
deduce that 3 Kg such that
' ^2,v '2 * K2 ' ^ '2
where K is independent of and of v in | v-v0 | c .
Ci
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So in either case , there is a constant C , independent of
Ci
$ in Fg , such that
I *».» la 5 c2 I * la (19) -Rv - - J t
II ° 1 .
uniformly in | v-v0 I e , for e snail enough .
Suppose e fixed in accordance with the above.
'we now consider rfj. . Since
1» v
cos ( xt-gv7t- ~ ) = cos xt cos (gvu + ~ ) + sin xt sin (gvw + =• ),
3 f n
<l>. u (x) = - ( ~ ) 2 cos (gvw + ~ ) n*^*n / cos xt <£(t) dti,V ^ li -> co J q
3 fn
~ ) 2 sin (gvw + ■? ) •1*n / sin xt ^>(t) dt2 N 4 n » Jjj
Nov; cos ("2V7T + ^ ) e-n(i sin (gw > ™ ) are bounded on | v~v0 |
Hence Theorem 1 applied to the Fourier sine and cosine trans¬
forms shows that 3 , independent of $ in F^ such that
I 01>u l2 < U l2 (20)
uniformly in | v-v0 | ^ e .
Finally , for , we note that by Lemma 10
o, v
3 M^_ such that
Ry C y ) I « ^
uniformly in | v-v0 \ 4 e . $ (x) exists as an improperO j V
integral and
«• * OO
I h,v (x) I < Ji I Rv (*t)l I* Ct) | dt
I & (y) I I £ (?) I I2
s I JJ U ( J)l ay
:4 ( K°'1 hi ) ( )KX * X
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We may now apply Theorem 3,13 to deduce that
I V U = M4 I Kx'1W i2 6 Si * Is <21>
where is independent of <£> and of v in | v-v0 | « e ,
Finally, since
V (x) = 'l,,W + *2,v(x) + S,v (x)
the result follows from (19), (20) and (21) .
We now prove
Theorem 12
Let Re v > -1, $ e F^ . Then
H <p - H <p .-nhl JS! . H *
h a" "
converges to zero in the topology of F„ as h -*■ 0 in any manner.
Ct
In particular, for each fixed x , <£(x) is an analytic funct¬
ion of v .
Proof : r[H,d>-H<£] -4-F0h >• ■»- v y J dv v Tv* v '
=* f [ i [ j (xt) - J-(xt)] - J (xt) j $(t) dtn -> eo f ' h v+h 3v vJ0
For |h| sufficiently small, we may apply a local mean value the¬
orem for complex variables [25] to deduce that
~ [ H <f> - H 0 ] - H <p = h T .<£h v+h v d dv v u'
where v' = v + 0h, | 0| < 1, and Ty is given by (16). The '
theorem will be proved if we show that, for k= 0,1,2.... ,
y^. ( h Tv,<£ ) •* 0 as h -*■ 0 in any manner .
But
( h Ty,* ) = |h| ( Ty,0 ) = W I xk t 0 |
dx
By arguments analogous to those for , we can justify differ¬
entiating under the integral sign with respect to x to
deduce that , for some constants cq»c-) » •••* * ck »
dx
1=0
Then applying Lemma 11 , we obtain
I xk7k (V5 'a4 X t.dx 1=0
where the constants d^ are independent of v in | v-v' | $ e,
for e sufficiently small. Hence, if |h| is sufficiently small,
xi^9 k( hTyI <f>) < |hl d,y^) 0 as -- h -> 0
and the result follows .
We shall require Theorem 12 in the next section .
§5,5 Connections between H and fractional integration in F^.
In [13], Kober established connections between the
7? a
Hankel transform in Tricomi's form and the operators 1^' and
77, CC
. In this section we translate these into corresponding res¬
ults for Hy and the operators and aPPlded Pun°t~
x x
ions in Lg <,
Let e Lg and Re v > -1. h v » ^he Hankel trans¬
form of order v in Tricomi's form is defined by
n
^ = n't'l JQ Jv ( 2Vxt ) dt (22)
By standard results j|^ is a continuous linear mapping of L^ into
L2 when Re v > -1, Kober proved the following theorem .
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Theorem 13
Let Re a > 0, Re v > -1, <p f . Then
1 „ 1
(") h » = KI"%+2a*
We deduce
Theorem 14
Let Re a > 0, Re v > -1, <p e L^ . Then
(i) Hy« = Hv+2a % (23)
X X
(ii) H ^5+T"«- ^*3'" (24)
X X
- 2
Proof : (i) Let tp <r Lg . Then Vt p (-gt ) e Lg also and by a
change of variable it is easy to show that
«|
( I|V' aJi 0 ) (ix2) = x"2 I2g ~ 4 'a Hy ( Vx !p (gx2) )1
X
CWa £''* >«"?) - H„+2a ^ " I •« ( V5 * (fe2) )V X
Hence, by Theorem 13(i) ,
1 1
Z2V - £ ,a Hy ( Vx ^(ix2) ) = Hv+2q: l22 " * ^x2) ) (25)
X X
- 1 __
Wow, given £ e L0, let p (x) = (2x) 4 ( V2x ). Then pel,
o 2
and Vx <p (g-x ) = $(x) ; so, by (25) ,
Ih2~i'a H„*U) = H i^-i'^^x)
x x
as required . (24) follows similarly from Theorem 13(ii)
Theorem 14 will hold in particular when 0 e F .
Ci
However, for fixed <p and x , provided Re v > -1, and also
Re ( v+2a ) > -1, both sides of (23) are analytic fmctions of v
-801
by Theorem 12 and results in Chapter 3 . Similarly for (24).
Hence we may remove the restriction Re oc > 0 and substitute
Re ( v+2a ) > -1 to obtain the following theorem.
The orem 15
Let <f> e Fg , Re v > -1, Re ( v+2a ) > -1. Then
(i) li-i"" Hv* . Hy+2a ^-J'%
X X
1 1
(ii) H ih * 4 0 = I#p + 4 H . 4>v v 2 r 2 v+2a r
X X
We can use these results to express H in terms
v
of the Fourier sine and cosine transforms Hi and H i_ , Suppose
2 ~2
that the hypotheses of Theorem 15 are satisfied . We may then
1 1
pV — — , a
invert I g 4 by Corollary 3.11 to get
x
H <f> = ~ 4 + *' "a H 9 A " 4 4>v 2 v+2a 2 ^
x x
If v+2a = ■§■ and Re v > -1,
1 11
Hv ^ =' x°2 ~ ^ Hj. " 4 ' 2V - J ) q (26)
X 2 X
On the other hand , from (ii) with v replaced by v-2a,
Hv^ = ^2 +^'"a
x x
if Re v > -1, Re ( v-2a ) > -1 . In particular, if v-2a = ~4,
Re v > -1 ,
1 1 1 1
Hy <P = I?2 + 4 ' ?V+ 4 ^H_i_ K°^V + 4 $ (27)
x 2 x
Thus, knowledge of the Fourier sine and cosine transforms and the
7? Ct 71 CC
operators I A and IC A is sufficient to study H on Fn when& £ V 2
X X
Re v > -1 .
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§5.6 The Hankel transform on Fj
We cone now to the definition of H on Pi « As
v 2
usual, the definition is motivated from consideration of regular
functionals. Let f f 1. and $ e F vanish for sufficiently
Ci Ci
large values of the argument so that H^f and are given by
integrals . Proceeding formally, we have
/•/■CO , r CO
( H f , <p ) = I Vxt J (xt) f(t) dt J 4>(x) dxv JQ \J o v
f(t) dt / Vtx J (tx) $(x) dx
0 0 v
= ( f , H
v <j> )
Hence, for arbitrary f e F' , we define H f by
Ci V
( Hy f , $ ) = ( f , Hy $ ) (28)
for <r Pg . By Theorems 9 and 12 and Theorem 1.2 we
obtain immediately
The crem 16




Further, Hy is analytic on Fg in the sense that , for fixed f
e F' and e F0 , ( H f , 0 ) is an analytic function of v
ci a V
The connection with fractional integration is
exhibited by
Theorem 17
Let f € F^ , Re v > -1, Re ( v+2a ) > -1. Then
1 1 J_ 1




(ii) H K^ + 4'af = K^ + 4'° H f (30)
X X
The theorem is immediate on taking adjoints in Theorem 15 .
We can use (29) and (30) to prove the follow¬
ing results , analogous to (26) and (27), valid for f e F^ ,
and Re v > - 1 .
. j_ 1 1 1 /i 1 \
H f = I'zV ~ 4 Hi I2£ ~ 4 » "^2V ~ Z ' t (31)V Ci o ci
x " x
H f = K2^ + 4 * ~^2V + 4 ^ H 1 K0'2V + 4 f (32)V " —p
X * X
§5.7 Comparison of the spaces F^ and X ^
To end this chapter, we compare our spaces F^
with the spaces Hm on which Zemanian develops his generalised
Hankel transform in [25]
For any complex number n - H is the space of
all smooth functions <p on ( 0,°° ) such that, for each pair of
non-negative integers m and k,
" oS-l < -
cL Li
( D s ™ ) . With the topology generated by the semi-norms y ,CLX
X
n is a complete countably multinormed space .M
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 5.2-1 , on




The inclusion is strict as is seen by considering ( e X )t
0,1
which is infinite for every jU .
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It is not hard to show that the identity mapping
is continuous from X to F . Thus, if (in -* 0 in X , as
Iu p ' jl
n -»■ «> , -*■ 0 in F also as n -*• <» . It follows at once that
p
F' C X '
-J
for Re fi >-2 - — * We therefore have a smaller class of general¬
ised functions than Zemanian , This is hardly surprising since the
spaces were constructed with the Hankel transform specific¬
ally in mind , whereas the spaces F' were constructed for an
?
investigation of fractional integration . Nor are our spaces as
flexible as >C • Nevertheless they do serve to bring out the
r




In this chapter, we return to the spaces F^ ^
to discuss four hypergeometric integral operators studied in [17]
and [18] by Love , and we extend the operators to the generalised
function spaces F' .
For any complex numbers a, b, c with c / 0,-1,
-2, , and for |z| <1 , Gauss's hypergeometric function
F( a,b,c,z ) is defined by
F( a,b,c,z ) = V La)n-^-^-n ~ (l)
n=0 (c)n n!
where (a)Q = 1, (a)n = a ( a+"' ) ( a+n-1 ) = a+n)r(a)
for n > 1 . Similarly for (li) and (c)n • ^or Fixed a, b, c
( c 0, -1, -2, .... ), the power series in (1) converges absol¬
utely for |z| < 1 , For brevity, we shall write
F*( a,b,c,z ) = -jjUy F( a,b, c, z ) (2)
For jz| <1, we have, in the first instance for c ^ 0,-1,-2,.... ,
F*( a,b,c,z ) = V — (3)
n=0 P(c+n) n!
However, since the reciprocal of the gamma function is entire, the
right-hand side is meaningful for any c . Indeed, (3) shows that,
for fixed z , |z| < 1, F*( a,b,c,z ) is an entire function of a,
b and c .
We can extend F*( a,b,c,z ) to the half-plane
Re z < ■§•, by means of Rummer's formula ,[9],
F*( a,b,c,z ) = ( 1-z ) a F*( a,c-b,c,~j- ) (4)
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where we use the principal branch of ( 1-z ) a . For each fixed z
with Re z < ■§• , the extended function F*( a,b,c,z ) is an entire
function of a, b, c . We note also that
F*( a,b,c,z ) = F*( b,a,c,z ) (5)
The first integral operator which we consider is
II. ( a,b,c ) defined for any complex numbers a, b and c with
Re c > 0 and for suitable functions 4> by
( H.j(a,b,c) )(x) = J (x-t)C~1F*(a,b,c,1- ^ dt (6)
/ ( 1-v )C_1 F*( a,b,e, 1 - ^ ( xv ) dv (7)c= X
In order to discuss the mapping properties of H. ( a,b,c ) on F ,
' Pj I*
we first discuss the behaviour of F*^ a,b,c, 1-2) as v ■> 0+ .
Provided b - a is not an integer, we have, by
[9], p. 109,
F( a,b,c, 1 - ~ )
= A(i-I)r(b) ?(a,c-b,a-b+1,v) + vb I^^-)F(c-a,b,b-a+1,v)
- v t v&F(a,c-b,a-b+1,v)
_ vbF(c-a,b,b-a+1,v) j /g\~
sin(b-a) it ' r(c-a) F(b)r(a-b+1) r(c-b)r(a) r(b-a+7)
so that, in this case, as v -+ 0+.,
F»( a,b,o, 1 - ± ) - 0 ( v Bto( Ea a. Re b) j (9)
However, if b-a is an integer, we must use a limiting argument in
(8). Let b=a+h. Then the right-hand side of (8) becomes
7t va , F(a,c-a-h,1-h,v)
_ v*1 F(c-a,a+h. 1 +h,v) ■, /in\
sin hrr ' T( c-a) T( a+h) T( 1 -h) T( c-a-h) I'( a; T( 1 +h) '
For fixed a, c, v, the expression [ } is an analytic function
of h . By expanding in powers of h aril letting h -» 0, we can
prove that , as v -» 0+ ,
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F*( a,a,c, 1 - ^ ) = 0 ( v Re a log v ) (11)
Suppose now that b = a+n, where n is a positive integer. Putting
b = a+n+h in the right-hand side of (8) gives
(-j)m 77va r F(a,c-a-m-h,1-m-h,v)
_ vm+hp(c_ata+m+h,m+h+1 ,v) j
sin hit ' T( c-a) T(. a+m+h) P( 1 -m-h) ~ c-a-m-h) T( a) P(m+h+1)
= (~1)m ^ [ £ . , >)n (?"a-m-h)n zt
siri hir n=0 f( 1-m-h+n) f(c-a) f( a+m+h) n!
+ V1 (a) (c-a-m-h) v'Zj v ^n+a —n+m— —
n+m
n=0 r(c-a)r(a+m+h)f(1-h+n) (n+m)!
~ £ (c-a)n (a+m+h)n=_ Yn+n+h ^
n=0 r( c-a-m-h) f( a) r(m+h+1 +n) n!
Letting h -+ 0, the terms in the finite sun all vanish, while those
in the two ii.finite sums cancel in pairs and, proceeding as before,
we deduce (11) again in this case. A similar argument holds if
m is negative. Hence , for any a,b,c and §> 0, we have that ,
as v -> 0+ ,
F*( a,b,c, 1 - I )= 0 ( v Dln ( Re a, Re b ) -5 ^
By studying the partial derivatives of P*( a,b,c 1 - — ) with
respect to a,b and c, we can prove similarly
Lemma 1
Let a, b, c be any complex numbers and let
8 > 0 , Then there exists a constant M such that, for 0 < v < 1,
| F»( a,b,c,1 - 1 )| * „ v min ( Re a, Re b) - 8
| E«( a,b,o,1 - 1 )| s M v min ( Ee a> Ee " 8
| F*( a,b,c,1 - 1)| < H V mhl ( Ee a- Ee b) - S
| fj F«( a,b,o,1 - ^ )| S H v Bin ( Ee a' Ee b) - 8
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§6.2 The action ef ( a,b,c ) on F
^
We are now ready to discuss the action of H^(a,b,c)
as defined by (6) or (7) on functions of Fp ^ .
Theorem 2
Let a,b be any complex numbers, Re c > 0 and
-j
d> € F with - Re /u < min ( Re a, Re b) . Then
p>M q
(i) ( a,b,c ) <p exists and is continuous on ( 0,» )
(ii) For each fixed x, 0 < x < », ( H^(a,b,c)^>)(x) is an entire
function of a and b arid an analytic function of c for Re c > 0,
Proof : (i) We have, from (7),
( H.(a,b,c)$)(x) = x° / ( 1-v )° 1 F*(a,b,c,1 - )<#>(xv) dv (13)1 JQ
By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.4, for 0 < v < 1, S > 0, 3 M, dependent
on 8, such that
| (1-v)° 1 F*(a,b,c,1 - ^ ) <^>(xv)| « M(l-v)Re C 1(xv)Re ^ p
min ( Re a, Re b) - 8
xv
Under the given restrictions, the right-hand side is an integrable
function of v over ( 0,1 ) for 8 sufficiently small. Hence,
the integral en the right of (13) converges uniformly on compact
subsets of ( 0,°° ). Hence, H^ ( a,b,c )<£ is continuous .
(ii) To prove analyticity with respect to a,b,e, it is merely
necessary to justify differentiation under the integral sign. For
example
0-v)C-1 F*(a,b,c,1~i )<£(xv)l =(l-v)c"1 ~F*(a,b,c, 1- ^)<p (xv)
+ (l-v)C~1log (1—v) F*(a,b,c,1- ~ ) 4>(xv)
The hypotheses of the complex form of Theorem 1.3 can be satis¬
fied using Lemma 1 and the result follows. Similarly for a,b.
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We shall, In fact, he able to prove much more about Hj(a,b,c)<4
shortly. To this end, we next establish a connection between the
operator H^(a,b,c) and fractional integration .
Lemma 5
Let d> e F ,-Reu < min ( Re £ ,Re rj )
P,M 1
Re a > 0, Re /3 s> 0. Then
^= x~r7~a h-,( i3»a+/?) x??~^ $ (14)
Proof : I*a 1^ <f> (x)
/•x . « f u
X-Ti~a I . . f
~K -J J (x-u)a 1 U77 du / (u-t)73-1 t^ <Xt) dt
We may justify inverting the order of integration by means of
Fubini's Theorem so that
I?a 4'P ^x) =TRl^)/0 dt f (x-u)a_1(u-t)^ iuTJ~^cl.u
On putting w = , the inner integral becomes
X""*"C
(x-t [1 (i.-w /"1 r 1- w( 1- f
= )a*M ^*<-̂-1f °«> 1 - f'
using Formula (10) , p.59 of [9] .Thus, finally
Ix,a = iia+eT" / (x-t)a+/?"1 F(^+/3-7?,/3,a+/3,1- ~ )t77"*^0(t)dt
= x 77 a H1 (£+/3-77, {3 , a+/l )-x77 73 $(x)
as required 0
It nm follows that for <4 e F ,
P>fJ '
H1 (5+/3-T?, /3 ,a+/3 )0 = x77^ I77'01 I^73 Z"77 <4(x)' X x
provided Re a > 0, Re /3 > 0 and - Re(f2+/3~Tj) - - < min( Re £, Re 77)
Q.




Let <2> e F , - He u - - < min ( He a, Re b ),
Re c > Re b > 0 . Then for any 77,
( ^(a.b.cMU) = x^ lj'0"b lfa~b'b xb"" rfx) (15)
The fact that the right side is independent of 77 is seen by writ¬
ing it 'in the fora
x"*0-b x~'>~0+b I°"b J x-r* Ib xb-1 <5, (l)
x x
= IC ^ x a I*3 x <p (x) (16)
x
Using the theory of Chapter 3 , we can continue the
right aide af (15) analytically with respect to b to remove the
restriction Re c > Re b > 0 . We then use (15) to define H^(a,b,c)
•J
on F^ ^ provided only that - Re /J - — < nin ( Re a, Re b ). By
Theorem 2(ii) and uniqueness of analytic continuation, the new
definition coincides with the old when Re c > 0.
We now use results in Chapter 3 to derive more'
properties of H^(a,b,c) on F^ . From (15) we see at once that
if - Re /i - — < min ( Re a , Re b ), H.(a,b,c) is a continuous
q
linear mapping of F into F . If, in addition, we have
p ,/i p,M+c
- Re ju - — < min ( Re c, Re ( a+b ) ), H.(a,b,c) is invertible
Q.
and,for any n and ils € P -
p,/i+c






H1 ( -a, b-c , -c ) x ip{x) (18)
from (15)
Yfe gather our results together in the form of a
theorem ,
Theorem 5
( a,b,c ) is a continuous linear mapping of
«j
F into F provided - Re a - — < min( Re a, Re b ). If
p,/i p,p+c r q
in addition - Re /J - — < min ( Re c, Re ( a+b ) ) , ( a,b,c )
is an isomorphism of F onto F with inverse given by
p,*i p,b+c
(17). Further, for ip e F , (18) holds .
p, n+c
An interesting point emerges at this stage. From
(5) it follows that for any a, b, c and - Re fj - — < min(Re a,Re b)
( H^( a,b,c )<p )(x) = ( HjC b,a,c )<p )(x)
for all (p e F . Then from (16) we have for <j) e F
xo-b x-a jb xa #(j0 = xo-a ^-b ^ xb ^
the restriction Re c > Re b > 0 being removed by analytic contin-
uation . Thus, if *. Re .u.r -c <. min. ( 0T Re (a-b"') ) ■, & e Fxa
q p,fi
- vc-b -a _b a-b ,, \ _c-a -b _a ,f \
* Ix X <^(x) = Ix X Ix £(x)
-J
Taking c = b , we can use (5.25) and the fact that - Re /j - — < 0
to deduce that
-a _b a—b ,, \ _u-a —u _a ./ \
x I x £(x) = I x I <p{x)X rs'X X
Finally, writing a = -a, /3 = b and y = a-b we obtain
The orem 6
Let
^ , - Re /j - — < min ( 0, Re y ) ,
a + (3 + y - 0 . Then
xa l£ xy £(x) = I~y x~^ I~a <p(x) (19)
(19) is a form of the second index law for fractional integrals
which has been discussed by Erdelyi [7] and Love [19] .
( The first index law for I.® is (5.27) with m = 1 )
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§6.5 Other hypergeoaetric integral operators on F^ ^
lie now consider three more hypergeometrie integral
operators closely related to H. ( a,b,c )
For any conplex numbers a, b and Re c > 0 and
for suitable functions <£ , we define Hg ( a,b,c ) $ by
( H2 ( a,b,c )<£ )(x) = J (x-t)C~1 F*(a,b,c,1 - )<£(t)dt (20)
Proceeding as in [17], p.195, we deduce that
H.| ( a, c-b, c ) x a <£(x) = x a Hg ( a,b,c ) £(x)
=> Hg ( a,b,c ) (x) = xa ( a,c-b,c ) x a $(x) (21)
Since .the right-hand side is meaningful for Re c < 0 , we can
use (21) to extend the definition of H„ ( a,b,c ) . Let 6 e F .2 ^ p,p
-|
Then, provided -Rep - - < nin ( 0, Re ( c-b-a ) ), we have
that ( H9 ( a,b,c ) £ )(x) is for each fixed x and A an analy-6 , rJ
tic function of a, b, c , and maps F into F . Y»'e see
P,/i+o
from Theorem 5 that under the same conditions
( [ H1 ( -a, -b, -c )] )(x) = xa H^a, c-b,c ) x a £(x) (22)
for 6 € F so that in this case
P
H„ ( a,b,c ) ' = [ H (-a, -b, -c) ]"1 on F
& i p,p
Tie can express Hg ( a,b,c ) in terms of fractional integrals by
means of Theorem 5 . Yie gather the results together in
The orem 7
-|
Let - Re n - ~ < min ( 0, Re ( c-b-a ) ). Then
Hc ( a,b,c ) is a continuous linear mapping of F into F2 P,^ P,P+c
and, for any tj f
( H„(a,b,c) #)(x) = x'?+a+b i''b xc-b-a-,^ {23)^ X X
If, in addition, - Re p - - < min ( Re ( c-a ), Re ( c-b ) ),
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HQ ( a,b,c ) is an isomorphism of F onto F and for2 p,q p, n+c ,
* e Fp,c« '
( H„( a,b,c )"V)(x) = !^,-b x-^a-b ^ }fj X X
In this case, the integral equation
H2 ( a,b,c ) £ = $
has,for each ib € F , a unique solution 6 e F given by5 r
P,L+c ' H p,^
(24) . Also, on F
p,p+c
[ Hg( a,b,c )]"1 = xa H2(-a,b-c,-c) x~a
[ Hg( a,b,c )]~1 = H^( -a,-b,-c )
•"1
and on F H ( a,b,c ) = [ H ( -a,-b,-c )]
p, p ^ i
Our other two operators are the adjoints of . ^
( a,b,c ) and Hg( a,b,c ) and are discussed by Love in [19].
For complex numbers a,b,c with Re c > 0, we define Hg( a,b,c )
and H^( a,b,c ) by
( H3( a,b,c )$ )(x) = J (t-x)° 1 F*( a_,b,c, 1-^ )<£(t) dt (25)
X
oo
( H4( a,b,c )<}> )(x) = J (t-x)C_1 F*( a,b,c, 1-| )<£t) dt (26)i c-1 , t
X
We can treat H4( a,b,c ) in a similar fashion to
-j
H^( a,b,c ). Let ^ e F^ ^ , Re p - - < mim (Re £ , Re 77 ) and
Re a > 0, Re (3 > 0 . Then by interchanging the order of integration
we can prove that
K|,/3 K= J* H4 ( £+j3—r], § , a+j3. ) x_r?~a «^(x) (27)
from which we deduce that if Re n - — < min ( Re(a-c), Re(.b-c) ),
Re. o > Re b > 0,
( H,( a,b,c ) «)(*) = xb"' K»«-b.b K"'°-b x"+°-b «(*) (28)X X
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Now, under the given restrictions, for fixed x and <£ , we can
show that ( Ii^( a,b,c )(x) is an analytic function of a, t>,
c . Further the right-hand side of (28) can he continued analyt¬
ically using the theory of Chapter 3 . We can therefore extend
the definition of Ii^( a,b,c ) using (28), the new and old defin¬
itions coinciding, by analytic continuation , when Re c > 0.
H.( a,b,c ) when thus extended is a continuous linear mapping of
F into F provided only Re ^ - ■=• < nin( Re(a-c) ,Re(b-c)),
P>M P»^+c P
Proceeding as before we can derive uhe following results .
The orem 8
A
Let Re ju - — < min ( Re (a-c), Re (b-c) ) .
Then H^( a,b,c ) is a continuous linear mapping of F^ into
F , and for A e F , H, ( a,b,c ) 6 is given by (28).
p,/i+c ' ^ pj/J 3 4V 5 * v D
If, in addition, Re p - — < min ( 0, Re (a+b-c) ), H.( a,b,c )
P
is an isomorphism of F onto F and for tb e F ,
p,ji P,/J+c P ,(J+o'
[(H4( a,b,o ))"V ](z) = x"^+b k^-53'^0Kf'"^ ,((*) (29)
or [ (H^( a,b.c )) h ](x) = xaH^(-ajb-c,-c) x 1 0 (x) (30)
In this case,the integral equation
H,( a,b,o )$ = ijs ( ji e F )4s * J ! Y \ r ^
has a unique solution 0 e F^ given by (29) .
From (28), we deduce that
( H ( a,b,c )0 )(x) = xa Kb x"a K°"b (x) (51)
■* X X
Since, using (5) again, H^( a,b,c ) <£ = H^( b,a,c ) <£ , we
«]
deduce that if Re p - — < mini ( Re ( .arc)r, Re ( b-c ) ) and
$ e F ,
P>P
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a T_b -a Trc-b , \ b a -b „c-a , \
x K x K (x) = x R x K $ (x)
A X -X. Jv
a-b „b -a T„c-b ■ , \ a rb T.c-a \





Taking c = b and using the theory of IC developed xn Chapter
A
5, we deduce that if Re p - - < nin ( 0, Re ( a-b ) ) ,
a-b b ~a , / \ T,a -b „b-a , \
x K X 6 (x) = K x Iv 6 (x)x x x v v
Writing a = -a, /3= b and y = a-b, we obtain
Theorem 9
Let $ e F , Re p - ~ < nin ( 0, Re y ),
PjM P
a + /3 + y = 0 . Then
*"/*<" «(*) . x-'V" («,)
ct
which is a faro of the second index lavf for the operators K^. .
( The first index law is (3.39) .
Finally, we consider Hg( a,b,c ). For Re c > 0,
we nay use (25) and (26) and proceed as in [18], pp. 1073-4,
to prove, that for suitable functions d> ,
( Hg( a,b,c )&)(x) = x~a H4( a,c-b.,c) xa £>(x) (33)
We nay use (33) to extend the definition of H4( a,b,c ) to
Re e < 0 . If 6 e F and Re p - — < nin( -Re c,-Re(a+b) ),
p,d p
( Hg( a,b, c ) $)(x) is, for fixed x and $ ,an analytic funct¬
ion of a, b and c. From (33) and Theoren 8, we deduce
Theorem 10
-J
Let Re p - — < nin ( - Re c, - Re ( a+b ) ) .
Then H^( a,b,c ) is a continuous linear napping of F^ ^ into
F and, far 6 <r F and any n.
p,M+c P,P "
( H,(a,b,c)<j)(x) = K1«^-c,o-b K„,b x,+a+b (x) (34)
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If, in addition, Re ju - -™ < nin ( - Re a, - Re t> ), Hg( a,b,c )
is an isomorphism of P onto F and, for i/j e F „ ,r
p ,M P,M+c r P»M+c
[ (H,( a,b,o ))"} ](x) = x""-a-b K"*'"b K,+a'b-° xWa+b"°^x)(35)O XX
= x"a HgC -a,b-c,-c ) xa ^(x)
- ( H^( -a,-b,-c )tp) (x)
In this case, the integral equation
H3( a,b,c )<£ = ip




We are now ready tc discuss the operators EL(a,b,c)
( i = 1,2,3,4 ) on F* .v '
P,M
We begin again with H^(a,b,c) . Assuming that f
and H^(a,b,c)f generate regular function-als, we have, proceeding
formally,
r fx




xf(t)dt / (x-t) F*(a,b,c,1- —) $(x)dx
u Jt t
or ( H1(a,b,c)f , ) = ( f , H4(a,b,c) ) (36)
Ey Theorem 8, the right-hand side is meaningful if f € F* ,
1
£ e F and Re M - ~ < nin ( Re a, Re b ). In this case,
p,M-o p '
we use (36/ to define H,.(a,b,c)f for fe F" . By Theorem '
' Pj M




Let Re u - < nin ( Pte a, Re b ) . Then
P
H.,( a,b, c ) is a continuous linear napping of F' intoI t*
F' and, for f e F'
p,fi-c p ,/i
H,( a,b,c )f = lP-°-h i>!«-b.b J"! f (37)1 XX
for any conplex rj . If , further ,Re n - — < nin (Re c,Re(a+b) ),
P
H„(a.b.c) is an isoaorphisn of Ff onto Ff and, for g1 ^ P,H P,P-c
e F' ,
p,/i-o
[^(a.b.c)]"1 g = x"-b lj""-b i^-b'b"= xb-°-" g (38)
or [ H.j (a,b,c) ]~1 g = xa E^ (-a,b-c,-c) xa g (39)
In this case, the integral equation r, !
(a,b,c) f = g
has, for each g € F' , a unique solution f e F' given by' 5
p,M-o P,P &
(38).
Fron consideration of regular functionals, we are
led to the following definitions of Hg(a,b,c) , Hg(a,b,c) and
H.(a,b,c) for f e. F' , and $ <r F4 P?P P,b-c
( H2(a,b,c) f , £ ) = ( f , H3(a,b,c) £ ) (40)
( H3(a,b,c) f , $ ) «= ( f , H2(a,b,c) £ ) (41)
( H4(a,b,c) f , 0 ) = ( f , H^a^c) $ ) (42)
By taking adjoints in Theorens 10, 7 and 5 we obtain the follow¬
ing results.
Theoren 12
Let Re \i - — < nin ( 0, Re (c-a-b) ) . Then
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H2(a,"b,c) is a continuous linear napping of F^ ^ into Fp#/i_c
and, for f e F' ,
H0(a,b,o) f = x"+a+b I^,b xc~a-b-7j f (4s)
for any complex rj . If, further, Re p - ~ < nin (Ke(c-a),Re(c-b)) ,




ftt/.a;b,o) r1g = xa+b-°+" ^.b-oxj+h.-h 6 (44)
Also, [ Hg(a,b, c) ]"1g = xa H2(-a,b-c,-c) X a g
= H^( -a,-b,-c ) g
In this case, the integral equation
H2(a,b,c) f = g





Let - Re jlj - — < nin ( - Re c, - Re (t,a+b ) ),
Q.
Then Hg(a,b,c) is a continuous linear napping of F^ ^ into
F' and for f e F5 , and any conplex n ,
p,p-c p,/j ' 3
H,(a,b,o) f = xa-a-b-1 K')«+b-o,o-b K,,b x,«,tb f ^O -V -vX
If, further, - Re fj - — < nin ( - Re a, - Re b ), H„(a,b,c)
q o
is an isonorphisn of F? onto F' and for g e F'
p,.u p,Ji-C b p,fj-o
[ H,(a,b,o) r1g = x-1-a-b K"+a'b-° g (46)^ XX
= x a Hg ( -a,b-c,-c ) xa g
In this case, the integral equation
H3(a,b,c)f = g ( g € F^ ^_c )




H^_(a,b,c) is a continuous linear napping of F'
A
into F! provided - Re u - — < nin( Re (a-c.) , Re (b-c) ),
p,p-c r q
and for f e F' , and any complex n,
P>M
H.(a,b,c)f = xb-,K»,+a-b,b K,,o-b x,tc-b f (4?)
* X X
If also - Re p - — < nin ( 0, Re (a+b-c) ), H.(a,b,c) is an
q rr
isonorphisn of F' onto F' and for g e F' ,
p,/i p,/j-c b p,fi-c
r tt ( i \ i-1 -77-o+b Trn+c-b,b-c T.7?+a,-b 77-b , \[ H4(a,b,c) J g = x ' Kj * x g ^ '
= xa H4( -a,b-c,-c ) x a g = H5( -a,-b,-c ) g
In this case, the integral equation
H4(a,b,c)f =e ( g , )
has a unique solution f e given by (48) •
<x
Lastly, we have the second index laws for I ,
QC




(i) Let f f
^ , Re (J - - < nin ( 0, Re y. ), a+ § + y = O..Then
/ i" xy f . I"y x'" I'" f (49)X XX v '
A
(ii) Lot f e F^ , -Re p - — < nin (0, Re y ), a+ /? + y = 0. Then
xy xa f = E~a x^ K~y f (50)X XX v
Once again, we note that the restrictions on the
paraneters in Theorens 11-15 are obtained fron those in the
corresponding results for F by interchanging ^ and ~n ,
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